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impress no matter what the task, taking on muddy farmlands and forests - or steep
gravel tracks – as easily as long hauls on the highways.
MAN’s traction range of vehicles – pedigreed and fuel efficient.
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w h eel nut

Which drivers
drink and drive?
Dr i nk i ng and dr ivin g is
ne ver acceptabl e, but n ew
research i ndi cates t hat
some groups ar e more
suscepti ble to d o in g t his
than others
g av i n mye rs

t is often said that a vice of many local truck
drivers is their dependence on substances,
such as alcohol, to ease the pressures of
the job. By the same token, alcohol abuse
and drinking and driving is a factor in
65 percent of South African motor-vehicle crash-related
deaths, according to South Africans Against Drink Driving
Clearly, there is an overall lack of respect among
South African drivers for the risks involved, while our lawenforcement is lacking in its overall capacity to deal with
the problem.
To be fair, the problem is not localised to South Africa. In
many areas of the globe, tailored interventions are needed
that are targeted at high-risk groups.
Who are these high-risk drivers? Recent award-winning
research by Romanian George Ursachi, senior research
analyst with British transport consultancy Agilysis, has
pioneered an innovative statistical analysis of which drivers
are most likely to be involved in alcohol-related crashes.
Ursachi’s paper is part of a project on Behaviour Change
in Road Safety that will use similar
approaches to other crash-causing
factors, such as speeding or distracted
driving.
It is claimed that the risk of dying in
a crash is three-times higher for drivers
with a blood-alcohol concentration of
0,02 g per decilitre (dl) than for drivers
who have not been drinking. There
is a six-fold increase for drivers with
alcohol levels between 0,05 g/dl and
0,08 g/dl and the risk grows
exponentially with higher blood-alcohol
levels.
Changing the behaviour of people
who drink and drive is, therefore, a
central component in any strategy
to reduce the number of road-traffic
deaths and injuries.
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To profile drivers most likely to drive under the influence of
alcohol, Ursachi used a dataset of 612 221 drivers who were
involved in reported injury collisions between 2011 and 2015
in the United Kingdom (UK). Of these, 24 577 drivers (4,01
percent) had had their driving ability impaired by alcohol.
This dataset was merged with a widely used consumer
classification database, Mosaic, which groups the UK
population into 66 “types” based on socio-demographic
and behavioural characteristics.
The findings showed that, generally speaking, the typical
person who drinks and drives and is involved in injury
collisions in the UK is a young adult male, driving a car in
the dark on a dry, rural, single carriageway, non-main road.
A second important category comprises people who are
older, live in areas with low income and education levels
and are often in poor health.
However, Ursachi’s analysis adds that 26 of the 66
types have a significantly higher-than-average likelihood
to drink and drive. Ursachi notes that the specifics of these
different types enable decision-makers to have a better
understanding of their target audience.
While the research has no direct effect on the situation
in South Africa, I do feel that similar local research could be
advantageous for the same reasons.
After all, one only needs to compare the UK’s four-year
figure of 24 577 to the 75 034 drivers reported to have been
found driving under the influence in South Africa’s 2016/17
crime statistics, to get an idea of how much worse the
situation is on home soil. F
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It’s a tough new
truck to follow
2 YEARS UNLIMITED WARRANTY

FT

Powerstar FT 3

Powerstar FT 5

• Cummins ISF3.8s3154

• Cummins ISF3.8s3154

• ZF Ecolite 6S500TO

• ZF Ecolite 6S500TO

• Max torque 500Nm

• Max torque 500Nm

• Power 115Kw@2600rpm

• Power 115Kw@2600rpm

• GVM 7500kg

• GVM 8700kg

From

From

R285 900 R295 900
Excl VAT

Excl VAT

T’s & C’s apply

WHATEVER YOUR PAYLOAD – our NEW 3 and 5 ton trucks
is YOUR choice in SHORT HAUL and DISTRIBUTION transport

CALL US NOW!
GAUTENG Centurion +27 12 940 1780/50 • Jet Park +27 11 390 8160 • Premier Trucks +27 11 979 0282 KWAZULU-NATAL Empangeni +27 35 772 1739
• Pietermaritzburg +27 33 846 0500 • Westmead +27 31 700 1222 MPUMALANGA Middelburg +27 13 246 2606 CAPE TOWN Milnerton N7 +27 86 117 6937

A brand of

POWERST R

trucks built to last

Tel: 012 940 1780 / 012 940 1750
www.everstarindustries.com
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Driven by Vision. Powered by Strength.

Getting Social

Follow us
facebook.com/focus_mag
twitter @FOCUSmagSA
instagram @focusontransport
Find us on LinkedIn

Haven’t yet seen FOCUS on social media? Not to worry, here are some of our most popular posts from the last month.

We want you to h elp drive FO CU S!
FOCUS is evolving and we want you to tell us if we’re
giving you what you want!
We’d really appreciate it if you could spare less than
four minutes and give us your input.

ww w.surveymonkey.com
/r / v5czldt
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Simply scan this code (or type the URL into your
Internet browser) and answer 10 simple questions
about our magazine ... go on – it’s all for you!
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Cover story

Happy
anniversary,
Iveco SA!
Flai r and passion, as only t he Ita l ians cou l d do i t, comb i n e d w i t h som e h ands - on , loca l
gees , have dr iven I veco’ s S outh A fr ican j ourne y ov e r t h e past 2 5 y e ars . G AVIN MY E R S
looks back i n c e l e brati on

t was a chap by the name of Dr Porelli who
first introduced the Iveco brand to South
Africa in 1993. The first vehicle to be sold
was the Daily, which immediately found
traction, and remains an exceptionally
strong player in its segment today. The next
step was to enter the bus business, in which Iveco South
Africa has become a household name.
“It was a very good start,” says Martin Liebenberg, head
of sales, Southern African Customs Union. “From humble
beginnings we’ve introduced other products and today
operate our own local assembly operation.”
Liebenberg explains that, over the years, there have
been numerous critical factors that have contributed
to the company’s success on local soil – in addition to
the typical Italian passion injected into the company by
Dr Porelli...

I

A bov e an d r i g h t : In just 25 years, Iveco South Africa has gone
from supplying just a single model to offering a vehicle for almost
any commercial need. The company plans to evaluate alternative
powertrains from 2019.
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The first of these, says Liebenberg, has always been
technical innovation. “We bridged the technical divide
many moons ago. This is in part because our local operation
has always been privy to new products shortly after they
have been launched in Europe,” he explains.
Then, there has been Iveco’s approach to its leadership
and dealers. “There are no levels to our management
structure, which increases our efficiency and allows clients
a direct line into our business. The South African market is
extremely relationship oriented, and our growing team of

cov e r story

local staff, who have a personal, direct touch, is starting to
have the desired effect.
“Likewise, although we employ a franchised dealer
structure, our dealers are an extension of our company and
also take it upon themselves to be hands-on with clients,”
Liebenberg explains, adding that in future Iveco’s dealer
network will see more dealers being grouped together
to further increase their efficiency while boosting their
entrepreneurial spirit.

Looking back does not drive future success, though. So,
what does Iveco South Africa have planned for its future?
Well, as in the past, a focus on introducing technological
innovation will certainly play a part.
“Exploring the impact of compressed and liquified
natural-gas power will be a big project for us next year.
The decision has been made to begin testing these units
locally; it is an entirely new game for us in South Africa, but
we’ve had some encouraging enthusiasm from some local

It was a very good
start. From humble
beginnings we’ve
introduced other
products and today
operate our own local
assembly operation.

In more recent times, the commencement of
local production at the Iveco South Africa Works
Rosslyn plant has given the company a large
boost and a competitive advantage. Similarly, a
modern, streamlined parts distribution centre in
Midrand has contributed to raising its aftersales
support to world-class standards.
“We service the entire right-hand drive market
in Africa, from right here in SA,” Liebenberg
attests.

operators,” Liebenberg says.
Of course, the company will continue on its path
of sustainable annual growth and, with it, the parallel
expansion of the Rosslyn plant.
Summing up 25 years in the space of a single article is not
easy, but Liebenberg probably does it best when he says:
“Twenty-five years is a massive accomplishment. These are
exciting times for us, and we’re celebrating with all the Italian
flair and passion that was injected into the brand when Dr
Porelli took those first bold steps back in 1993.” F
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Dr ivin g Afri ca

M i k e F itzmaur ic e is the CEO of the Federation of East and Southern Africa Road Transport Associations (Fesarta). He has 42
years of experience in the transport and logistics industry with several major companies in South Africa, as well as overseas exposure
with some of the leading transport companies in six European countries. Since 2004 he has established and run Transport Logistics
Consultants. In May 2015 he became CEO of Fesarta.

Control of Vehicle
Condition: A Regional
System Failure
Me thods of contro l l in g
the condi ti on of vehic l es
vary great ly around t he
world. Whi ch i s t he b est
for our regi on ?

t has been estimated
that the condition of
vehicles is a factor
in about ten percent
of road accidents. In
the absence of any
reliable monitoring system, it is difficult
to establish whether the efforts to
mitigate this are successful.
It is apparent from the current
appalling accident experience of most
countries in the southern and eastern
region of Africa that there is little
control of all the factors making up the
basics of road safety, including vehicle
condition.
The situation in some parts of the
eastern and southern African region is
often much worse than in South Africa.
Periodic inspection of light vehicles
offers some information on whether
they are being maintained; but, for
heavy vehicles that travel up to
110 000 km per year, there is a far
greater level of regular maintenance
required. One annual inspection for 45
minutes at a testing station to get a
Certificate of Roadworthiness (COR), is
about as effective for quality control as
changing a baby’s nappy annually on
his or her birthday...
The South African vehicle test centre
system, introduced in the 1980s, makes
use of about 600 South African Bureau
of Standards (SABS)-registered privatesector testing stations within a very
complex system.

I
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Despite its complexity, the system is
not effective for commercial vehicles.
It is still vulnerable to corruption and
collusion, as vehicle operators often
“negotiate” with test centres to save
the cost of extensive repairs, just to get
the COR.
With appropriate system backup
and a database coupled to an operator
register, the test-centre inspections
could be integrated into an effective
monitoring system.

The theory is that test centres will
refuse to tolerate such treatment.
The reality is, however, that the teststation businesses require customers
and
therefore
“accommodate”
patrons to retain their business, by
whatever means.
Operators also “primp” vehicles to
pass the test and exchange parts, for
example, worn tyres, before putting
them back in the stores. The end
result is that the issue of a COR is no

It must be noted that suspensions,
brake systems and electrical items
form a high proportion of the faults
recorded. It is evident that owners and
operators send vehicles for testing
without bothering to first attend to
defects (sometimes they are even
unwashed), to ascertain what must
be fixed. They then repair only the
failed items and return the vehicles for
re-inspection.

guarantee of roadworthy condition
of a vehicle, and the un-roadworthy
vehicles continue to operate on the
public roads.
It is matter for concern for
Fesarta and the industry that this
system is part of the Tripartite
Transport and Transit Facilitation
Programme package that is being
advocated for the entire Tripartite
region.

dr iv in g afr ica

Even when annual examinations are
professionally performed, the effects of
the COR inspection can be completely
nullified in a matter of days by operating
conditions and component failures.
This does not negate the usefulness
of the testing process, but does
raise questions regarding the need
for excessive sophistication of testing
stations and underscores the need
for more frequent, effective roadside
inspection systems.
Another problem with annual official
inspections, is the fact that operators
can negate the effectiveness of the
inspection by substitution of number
plates, swapping components, and,
in many cases, resort to collusion and
bribery of testing officials to avoid the
expense of performing repairs to pass
the COR examination.
In practice, it is essential for the
authorities to link roadside inspections
to the annual COR and operator
registration system, in order to identify
loopholes and the efficacy of the
testing centres.

The system in the United Kingdom
(UK) is more effective, as it requires
private workshops to be registered
as MOT (Ministry of Transport) testing
and service centres to which the
vehicle owners send their vehicles
for annual inspections, quotes and
repairs.
The workshop takes the vehicle to
the government inspection centre
(Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency),
and collects the MOT clearance
documents. The government test
centre is isolated from customers
and is totally technical and noncommercial. The system is, therefore,
free of corruption and collusion.
Workshops that present too many
failed vehicles can lose their MOT
accreditation.
In addition to the annual inspection,
the most cost-effective method of
ensuring the condition of commercial
vehicles is for authorities in all areas to
deploy properly trained and equipped
“vehicle inspectors”. These technical
experts would have the authority to

roam and randomly stop and inspect
any vehicle.
The roadside reports should be
recorded on the operator’s record in
the operator registration system, and
immediate action should be taken
regarding un-roadworthy vehicles,
including discontinuance of operation,
referral to a test centre for complete
inspection, or penalty for offense.
Each inspection should be recorded
in a book, with one copy given to
the driver, one copy to the operator
register and one copy in the book.
All documentation should carry the
operator registration number.
The database of operator offenses
would enable the identification of
repeat offenders. The records of
inspections at test centres and at
the roadside will enable effective
enforcement action by the authorities.
These processes are recommended
in the Road Freight Strategy for
South Africa, which was approved by
Cabinet in 2017 – but has yet to be
implemented. F
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Economi cal ly mob i l e

@EconometrixZA

S AM R o l l and is an automotive and transport economist at Econometrix. He is responsible for writing the Quarterly Automotive
Outlook at Econometrix, as well as commentary and analysis on vehicle sales and transport price drivers. Prior to joining Econometrix,
Rolland spent a number of years as an economist for the National Treasury of South Africa. He has also worked at Bloomberg New
Energy Finance as a research analyst in conventional power.

A note on the strikes
The bus dri vers ’ str ik e in
may wi ll have far - r eac hin g
economi c i mpli cat ions

s an economist, I
am often asked to
delve into unfamiliar
topics to provide
commentary.
The
month of May was different, however,
as I was given the chance to provide
my commentary on the bus strike,
which affected me personally. As a
user of public transport, my schedule
was severely affected by the
inconvenience of losing the option to
take the bus.
The bus strike came at possibly the
toughest time for the economy. The
events at the end of last year provided
us with the opportunity to take to heart
that an economic recovery may be on
the cards, as relief at the petrol pumps
and a new political regime promised
new hope.
However, April brought about a cruel
stumbling block to any economic
acceleration. In 2017, a rising oil price,
buoyed by geopolitical and global
supply and demand factors, had been
offset from affecting the petrol price
only by the stronger rand.
The introduction of the fuel levy
in April provided the first knock to
consumers, at a time when the price
was expected to drop once again.
Heading into May, a resurgent dollar
erased much of the support that the
rand was able to provide against the
rising oil price, suggesting that further
petrol price hikes are on the cards.
During the hardest of the Zuma
years (among which I count 2015 to
2017), labour was forced to tone down

A
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The triple knock of VAT, the fuel levy and
above-average wage demands is likely to
make the cost of bus trips significantly more
expensive in the near future.
wage demands to a level closer to
a percent or two (at most) above
inflation.
The compromise on wage growth
allowed many sectors to remain in
business from a cost perspective, as
well as from a business perspective;
as cumulative work days lost to strike
action also moderated to around two
million in 2015 and 2016, from highs of
12 million in 2014.
This helped growth prospects
significantly during the down years,
but the effect of this is now being felt.
Years of wage increases that were
close to average inflation has meant
that, down the line, many unions are
demanding high wage increases to
improve the living standards of their
members (which had remained largely
stagnant for a long time).

When bus drivers embark on a
strike, commuters are forced to find
alternative means to get to work
and back. Sadly, a large percentage
of the population do not have the
luxury of private transport, and are
forced to consider options such as
taxis; which are significantly less safe,
more expensive and less efficient than
buses.
This means that a greater proportion
of their time and income is lost as a
result. In addition, the input costs of
bus companies have risen significantly.
The triple knock of VAT, the fuel levy
and above-average wage demands
is likely to make the cost of bus trips
significantly more expensive in the
near future.
For the poorest of the poor, that’s
not an easy pill to stomach. F

Firm a dv ic e

@NLawGlobal

Peter Lamb is a director in the Norton Rose Fulbright admiralty and shipping team, based in Durban. A qualified attorney, Lamb has
an LLM in shipping law from the University of Cape Town. He focuses on shipping, logistics and marine insurance law. Lamb is also able
to advise logistics service providers, and users, on numerous commercial aspects and risk management, with a focus on Africa. You can
read more from Lamb on the Norton Rose Fulbright insideafricalaw.com blog.

Going around in circles
The lat est amen d m ents to
the Nat i onal Road T raffic
Act regulat ions have b een
poorly draft ed

here
was
some
commotion in the
logistics
industry
when the minister of
transport amended
the National Road
Traffic Regulations on October 31,
2014. Further amendments to these
regulations were published on April 20.
In terms of the amended regulation
330(C)(f)(i)-(iii) only an “operator” whose
vehicle’s gross mass (GVM) exceeds
3 500 kg will need to have a declaration
in its possession, which must include
a written agreement entered into
between the “consignor” and “operator”
in respect of the transportation of
goods. Previously, this requirement
applied to all operators irrespective of
vehicle mass.
This agreement must set out the
nature of the agreement, the loading
instructions and the responsibilities of
the parties (Regulation 330C(f)(i) - (iii)).
The amended regulations now

T

define a “consignor” specifically for
the purposes of regulation 330A to
330D. The main difference is that
consignors of dangerous goods
in terms of regulation 273 are now
specifically included in the definition.
Similar amendments have been
made in respect of the definition of a
“consignee” for purposes of regulation
330A to 330D.
The contents of the declaration
under the amended regulation are
more flexible. For example, it is only
“if applicable” that the name of the
consignee or consignor needs to be
inserted into the declaration (regulation
330 C (d) and (e)).
Included in this declaration must
be a schedule of insurance as
contemplated in Regulation 330D, but
only if such insurance “is applicable”.
Essentially the amended Regulation
330D prohibits a consignor or
consignee from offering goods for
transport – as opposed to merely
transporting goods on a public road,
or accepting the goods, unless such
transportation is fully insured for
damages as a result of an accident.

The original heading to Regulation
330D read: “Consignor and consignee
to insure goods to be carried on a
motor vehicle”. This has been amended
to: “Consignor or consignee to make
sure that the operator has insured the
goods transported for damages that
may occur due to the incident”.
It appears that the only instances
in which Regulation 330D is “not
applicable” is if the person does not fall
within the definition of a “consignor” or
“consignee”, or, arguably, the vehicle
on which the goods will be carried has
a GVM of less than 3 500 kg.
Although, reading the amended
heading, the obligation to insure
appears to be placed on the operator
of the vehicle, one cannot be certain
of this...
The rules of statutory interpretation
expressly prohibit statutory obligations
being set out in headings. The same
criticism that was made against the
original Regulation 330D can still be
levelled.
It is still not known what is meant by
“fully insured” for “any damage” that
may occur as a result of “an incident”.
If the obligation to insure the goods
now falls onto the operator, then, in
accordance with the FSB Directive
2012, the operator could only insure
the cargo as a bailee. The FSB directive
expressly prohibits the operator from
offering goods-in-transit insurance
unless the operator is duly licensed
under the FSB.
Road transporters of dangerous
goods will now have to become
familiar with Regulations 330A to
330D, as these now apply to them
as well.
Underwriters are going to have to
peruse the insurance arrangements
envisaged in Regulation 330D, which,
in our view, is void of any meaning. F
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vic ’ s v iew

VI C OLIVER is one of this country’s most respected commercial vehicle industry authorities, and has been in this industry for over 50
years. Before joining the FOCUS team, he spent 15 years with Nissan Diesel (now UD Trucks), 11 years with Busaf and seven years with
International. Do you have a comment or thought you would like to share based on this column? Visit www.focusontransport.co.za and
have your say!

Become a Better
Truck Driver!
Improvi ng the sk il l s of
truck dri vers wil l r ed uce
the number of acc id ents
an d the ri sk of d r ivers
being ki lled or s er iously
injured on our roa ds

S e l f -Te st
Test your driving skills and attitude by answering the following 25 questions. Do you:
Yes
Carry out a pre-tip inspection before every trip?
Use an official pre-trip inspection document?

lthough many of the
accidents involving
trucks are not caused
by professional truck
drivers,
following
a defensive mode
of driving and adopting a positive
attitude will help drivers to stay alive.
The first step for drivers to take
to ensure they become more
professional is to ensure that the
vehicle is in a roadworthy condition,
correctly loaded and is safe to
operate on the road.
To achieve this, a professional
pre-trip inspection of the vehicle
is an absolute necessity, as it will
immediately highlight any fault that
must then be rectified before the trip
is started.
Remember that drivers have the
legal right to refuse to take a vehicle
on the road if any safety-critical item
is faulty. Drivers should, therefore,
not be bullied by a manager who
tells them to “drive the unsafe vehicle
today and we will fix it tomorrow”.
To assist truck drivers to improve
their skills, FOCUS has designed a
self-test that can be done within a
few minutes.
The test is strictly private and
there is no need for it to be shared
with anyone else, so drivers can
be honest with themselves, and
a negative answer to any of the
questions can indicate where driving
skills need to be improved. F
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Refuse to start the trip if the vehicle or trailer is not in a safe and roadworthy
condition?
Show tolerance and consideration to other road users?
Care for the safety of your passengers and other road users?
Obey the speed limits?
Know and follow the rules of the road?
Not drive in the yellow lines on the side of the road unless it is entirely safe
to do so?
Drive smoothly?
Avoid harsh braking?
Avoid excessive speed?
Avoid harsh steering?
Continually search ahead for any road hazard?
Identify road hazards well in advance?
Predict what you think may happen with the road hazard that you have
identified?
Immediately decide and take action by deciding what to do to avoid the
identified road hazard and avoid an accident?
Reduce speed in adverse weather conditions?
Drive at night at a speed that will enable you to stop your vehicle within the
range of your headlamp sight?
Keep a proper following distance from the vehicle in front of you?
Stop every two to three hours for a short rest?
Agree that good and continual driving concentration is necessary to reduce
the risk of an accident?
Agree that driving and talking on a cellphone increases the risk of an
accident?
Agree with the maxim: when in doubt, don’t do it?
Agree that wearing a safety belt reduces the risk of injury in a vehicle
accident?
Agree that having a clean vehicle (inside and outside) reduces the risk of
accidents?

No

h opp in g off

Vaug han Mostert lectured on public transport issues at the University of Johannesburg for nearly thirty years. Through Hopping
Off, Mostert leaves readers with some food for thought as he continues his push for change in the local public transport industry.

Bye-bye, bus industry!
ast month’s column
welcomed the fact
that
civil society
groups
are
now
starting to look into
the mismanagement
of public transport and encouraged
Solidarity to have a full go at sorting
out the mess at South African Airways
(SAA), even if the unions object.
It’s good to see the Organisation for
Undoing Tax Abuse (OUTA) looking
into the “tall locomotives” issue at the
Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa
(Prasa).

It takes many months for passenger
levels to recover from public-transport
strikes, and the main beneficiaries are
the minibus-taxi owners.
Unions in the commuter-bus industry
should be looking at bigger issues
that undermine their future. While it
might be satisfying to dish out slogans
hammering the “greedy selfish bosses”,
I would suggest that bus drivers should
first check on their own union bosses
to see whether they are also involved
in the minibus-taxi industry.
They can cast the net wider to city
councillors, as well as municipal,
provincial and national government
officials. I hear of one provincial premier,
who has interests in a taxi business, as
well as a school-bus contract and a

Talking of unions, while writing my
previous column I had no idea that they
would start a pointless bus driver strike
in May. Unions in the commuter-bus
transport industry need to remember
that it has been a stagnant industry
for about six decades now, with little
prospect of a turnaround.
All that a strike will achieve is to
sustain the industry’s slow implosion.

filling station. I suspect that hundreds
of municipal and government office
bearers are involved in this type of
thing.
The bottom line is that government
is not serious about fixing formal public
transport, and people working for
commuter-bus companies should start
worrying about their future.
The most recent example of

All that a strik e in t he bus
i ndustry wil l ac hieve is to
sustai n i ts s low implos ion

L

government indifference comes from
the roads and transport portfolio
committee in the Gauteng provincial
government. Its ANC chairperson,
Mafika Mgcina, claims credit for some
of the province’s transport infrastructure
investments.
“(They) are beginning to transform
our urban landscape, breaking the
backbone of apartheid spatial planning
by building integrated, sustainable
human settlements supported by
quality public transport and economic
opportunities. Already Gauteng is
forging ahead with feasibility studies
to extend the Gautrain to Mamelodi,
Boksburg, Lanseria, Mogale City and
the West Rand,” he states.
Building more railway lines will do
nothing to break the backbone of
apartheid spatial planning. Fixing the
bus service, on the other hand, will
have a far greater impact. The bus
unions should also be asking Mgcina
why his moribund committee has
allowed the bus transport component
of the Gauteng 25-year transport plan to
disappear from the provincial website.
A quick reminder – it called for a
network of over 8 000 buses on 164
routes to cover the entire province. Not
only has this scheme apparently been
abandoned, but we now have another
feasibility study into the Gautrain. (By
the way, the Gautrain buses were also
off the road for nearly a month.)
So, Solidarity and OUTA should also
have a look at other bogus public
transport arrangements that suck
resources out of the economy. They
should expose the incompetence
and mismanagement going on in
bus contracts, bus rapid transit (BRT)
schemes and unnecessary rail projects.
The existing transport unions seem
to be too out of touch with reality to
do this. F
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Focus on A fri ca

Can Africa unite?
African leaders from 44 countries signed the African Continental Free-Trade Agreement
( AfCFTA ), but, with so many challenges in terms of infrastructure and regulatory
process across the continent, its success remains uncertain. FOCUS investigates

or many South African transport
operators, exporting to the rest of Africa is
challenging. Mike Fitzmaurice, in his article
for FOCUS issue 12 of 2017, noted that
there are delays of up to five days at the
Beitbridge Zimbabwean border. This has been caused by
amendments to regulations, which require authorities to fit
vehicles with customs seals.
While there is hope following an announcement by
Zimbabwean President Emmerson Mnangagwa to
rehabilitate the Beitbridge border post (see FOCUS issue
2 of 2018), Zimbabwe is only one of many examples of
inefficiencies in Africa. South Africa is no exception.
The Maputo Corridor Logistics Initiative (MCLI) is a nonprofit organisation consisting of investors, service providers
and stakeholders from Mozambique, South Africa and
Swaziland, which aims to further develop the Maputo
Development Corridor.
The MCLI recently published a letter regarding the busiest
border between South Africa (Lebombo) and Mozambique
(Ressano Garcia) known as Komatipoort.
While the letter complimented the performance of the
South African border over Easter, it critiqued its performance
over the long weekend at the end of April. The letter states:
“Traffic ground to a halt for hours on end. The ramifications
are enormous. Tourism losses, economy losses and cargo
delays add costs for everyone involved.
“It appears that the 24-hour operation of the
Lebombo/Ressano Garcia border announced by South
African President, Cyril Ramaphosa, in his March visit to
Mozambique, has not filtered beyond the media and has
gained no traction whatsoever in the service provision at
the border posts.”

F
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The MCLI notes that inefficiencies at the border have
made it less attractive as a trade route. The letter continues:
“This route could, if our governments would sit up and
take note, be a brilliant example of how efficient trade and
transport can contribute to economic growth.”
Nick Porée, owner of Nick Porée and Associates, which
provides research, consulting and business assistance
in transport and logistics in southern and eastern Africa,
states: “Current disasters at Livingston (border post in
Zambia), Kasumbalesa (border post in the Democratic
Republic of Congo), Beitbridge and Mutare (border post
between Zimbabwe and Mozambique) are examples of
the regulatory process challenges facing the region with
hundreds of trucks waiting for three to six days.”
He adds that there is no way to bypass or minimise
the effects of border delays, as vehicles are stuck in fivekilometre queues. Therefore, many transport operators
resort to bribery, which, as Porée points out, works in many
areas, although it is not ethical. Porée does not believe
that the AfCFTA will have an impact on improving these
inefficiencies.
In March, 44 leaders from various African countries
signed the Agreement at the tenth Extraordinary Session of
the Assembly. Ismail Akwei, in his article for news website
Face 2 Face Africa, says that all 55 member states of the
African Union are expected to sign the Agreement, which
will see countries remove tariffs on the majority of goods.
South Africa and Nigeria, along with 11 other countries,
have not signed the AfCFTA. South Africa did, however,
sign the Kigali Declaration committing to working towards
a free-trade area.
In her article for the Daily Maverick, Carien du Plessis
quotes South African President Cyril Ramaphosa as saying:

Focus on A frica

“All that holds us back from signing the actual agreement
is our own consultation processes. We still need to consult
in Cabinet, our various partners at the National Economic
Development and Labour Council (Nedlac), and, finally,
consult with our parliamentarians. Everybody’s on board at
home. As far as we are concerned, we are part of this.”
South Africa may, therefore, participate in the Agreement
in the near future. The president even envisions a single
African currency. Porée, however, feels signing the AfCFTA
will make very little difference to South African transport
operators.
“It will have very little effect, as the high-level accords are
nowhere near to being implemented in the next ten years.

Be low: On paper, the African Contintental Free Trade Agreement
should ease transport in the region.

In March, 44 leaders from
various African countries signed
the Agreement at the tenth
Extraordinary Session of the
Assembly. All 55 member states
of the African Union are expected
to sign the Agreement, which will
see countries remove tariffs on
the majority of goods.

There is minimal opportunity for South African carriers
outside of the local corridors,” he says. He adds that he
would advise companies to be active in the countries in
which they wish to operate.
“Go and register a company in the country in which you
intend to work: start a partnership with an established
business. Foreigners get rough treatment in all countries, so
it is important to become ‘local’,” Porée explains.
With the potential to ease the transport of exported
and imported goods in Africa, the AfCFTA sounds
promising. However, before the Agreement can be signed,
commitments need to be made to ensure the current
challenges facing African border posts are addressed. F
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FOCU S on M CVs

A segment growing
in sophistication
We sp eak to t wo prom in ent p l ayers i n t h e loca l m e di um comm e rci a l v e h i c l e (MCV )
s egm ent to f in d out h ow i t i s fari n g at t h e mome nt

ccording to Ziyad Gaba, head of Fuso
Trucks Southern Africa, the MCV market
threw up a surprise at the beginning of 2017
and declined year on year.
“Fuso’s market share in the segment,
however, is showing positive signs, and
we expect to continue growing in the segment in 2018,” he
adds. “Our Canter range, which makes up our MCV portfolio,

A

SAVE COST

DRIVER & DELIVERY NAVIGATION

boasts a proven performance and track record spanning
over 50 years globally.
“With more than ten variants in our portfolio, our
lightweight chassis frames are designed to allow for over
50 different body variations, making it the most suitable
range for the typical butcher, farmer, baker and candlestick maker...”
Iveco South Africa’s product offering in the segment >

Fast.
Efficient.
Ctrack DRIVE.
With a host of features, this new solution will optimise
the management, safety, efficiency and productivity of
your mobile workforce and vehicles, ensuring increased

DAILY TASK OPTIMISATION

profitability for your business.
drive@ctrack.co.za | sales@ctrack.co.za
0860 333 444 | www.ctrack.co.za

www.fishgate.co.za_CT_8429

DYNAMIC INTELLIGENCE
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Always Visible
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BUILT FOR BUSINESS.
DRIVEN WITH EASE.

The Hino 500 series with Automatic Transmission is the perfect vehicle for any business.
Reliable at every turn means that this impressive vehicle
gives you the peace of mind to go the distance in an
unpredictable landscape. Available in both the 4X2
and the 6X2 models, this automatic medium duty truck
enables drivers to focus their attention on the road and
what’s ahead. These comfortable and efﬁcient driving
conditions contribute to improved fuel consumption,
reduced wear and tear and a better working environment
for drivers in the road transport industry.

www.hino.co.za

For your convenience, our range of freight carriers,
tippers and mixers are now available in a 6X4 model.
With a reputation of quality, durability and reliability, Hino
is the perfect business partner with the widest dealer
network in Southern Africa. Hino strives to support your
journey from start to ﬁnish.
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FO C US on MCVs

Aluminium is the material of
choice for transportation designers
looking for durability, workability,
corrosion resistance and economy of
operation.
For road, rail or
marine - extensive use
of aluminium offers huge
payload benefits of up to
2000kg for aluminium truck trailers.
The uses are endless.
Think Hulamin for your next build.

differs in that it is made up of the
Daily range of panel vans and
freight carriers. Elvis Mutseura,
product marketing manager, has
also noticed a slowdown in the MCV
market.
“We have always had a strong
position in the panel-van market.
While the market is down in absolute
terms, we continue to make gains in
terms of market share (three percent
year to date).
“On top of that, we have been
increasing our share of the panel-van
market quite steadily since the launch
of our current Daily van range. After a
slow start, buyers are understanding
the immense possibilities of this
vehicle.”
Regarding the decline, Mutseura
says: “We attribute the slowdown,
particularly in the panel-van market,
to less-than-favourable economic
conditions. The majority of panel vans
sold in this market are converted

“There is, however, a pressing need
for reliable, functional and profitgenerating products,” he adds.
One of the latest trends Gaba
identifies is the need for some type
of self-shifting transmission, because
it provides better fuel economy,
reduced maintenance costs and
somewhat less investment in driver
training. In addition, driver comfort is
becoming more important.
“This segment is gradually
becoming
more
sophisticated
and well informed, which makes
it important for manufacturers to
offer the right products for the right
application,” he comments.
Mutseura concurs: “Some people
still think of air-conditioning as a
luxury – really it is not. Spending
upwards of eight hours a day
in a hot cab can impair a driver’s
concentration and anyone in the
transport industry understands that
a driver must concentrate in order to

into people carriers. With the recent
pressure on households, people tend
to travel a little less, raising caution
on the part of the transport operator.
“Sales of MCV freight carriers
have held their own to some extent,
mostly because these assets have
traditionally been sweated more in
any event, and there is thus less
space to stretch the replacement
cycle,” he notes.
It may be struggling in terms of
sales, but the segment’s dynamics
are certainly changing – with a surge
of new entrants over the past few
years. Gaba says this has increased
the competitiveness in the segment,
which remains extremely price
sensitive.

be safe and consistently get the best
performance from a vehicle.”
He adds that the fundamentals are
still important, though.
“Our customers look for classleading payload and towing capacities
and thus a compelling productivity
proposition. The durability of the
vehicles is also an important
consideration. We believe that Iveco
offers the best value for money in
this segment, with a rich pallet of
standard offerings,” he boasts.
Finally, both Gaba and Mutseura
believe that aftersales support is
increasingly more important to buyers
in the segment. It’ll be interesting to
see how the segment develops over
the next year. F

www.hulamin.com
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Diesel Pump Sales & Services, Turbocharger Sales, Injector Sales
& Services, Diesel Diagnostics
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The ADCO brand’s strength is directly linked to the
specialised Original Equipment product brands such as
DELPHI.
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DIESEL FUEL INJECTION SPECIALISTS
To locate your nearest branch, call 011 879 6000 or visit www.adco.co.za
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CBS is a unique

workshop franchise for
clutch and brake specialists. There
are more than 20 Franchises countrywide
offering a network of professional technicians

specialising in clutch and brake and related services, ensuring
guaranteed workmanship nationwide. The long established, well respected
Clutch & Brake workshops are served from the heavy-duty division of
Aftermarket Solutions with the leading brands of Fras-le brake
linings, LUK clutches, First Motion clutches and
Motopart drums and many other globally
sourced products.

CLUTCH & BRAKE SPECIALISTS
To locate your nearest branch, call 011 879 6000 or visit www.cbsclutch.co.za
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Dr ivetra i ns

US backtracks
on its vehicleemission targets
The Ameri can Environm ental Protection Ag e ncy (E PA ) h as announc e d p l ans to r e v i s e i ts
ambi ti ous veh ic l e- em iss ion targets for 2 0 2 5 , as s e t unde r t h e O bama a dm i n i strati on .
FOC US i nvesti gat es how t his d ec is ion w i l l aff ect t h e comm e rci a l -v e h i c l e mark e t i n t hat
country and how it coul d influ e nce po l i cy i n oth e r parts of t h e wor l d

n August 28, 2012, the Obama administration
finalised and signed off standards that
sought to increase fuel economy to
23,17 km/l for cars and light trucks by 2025.
This ambitious move almost doubled the
previous standards of the period from 2011 to 2016, set by
the same administration, that sought to raise fuel efficiency
by 2016 to the equivalent of 15,09 km/l.
The main reason behind this resolution was “to improve
fuel economy and reduce greenhouse-gas emissions,
saving consumers more than US$ 1,7 trillion at the gas
pump and reducing United States (US) oil consumption
by 12 billion barrels... The fuel standards represent the
single most important step we’ve taken to reduce our
dependence on foreign oil”, explained then US President,
Barack Obama.
As a result, a number of car manufacturing companies
were forced to reduce engine capacities in their new
vehicles. However, on April 2, 2018, the EPA backtracked on

O
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this agreement, with the objective of revising and easing
emission standards for cars and trucks.
The EPA further cited reasons such as the timeline put
in place by the Obama administration being inappropriate,
overoptimistic, unrealistic and setting standards too high.
According to the head of EPA, Scott Pruitt: “The regulation
standards set under the Obama administration present
challenges for auto manufactures, due to feasibility and
practicability. It also raises potential concerns related to
automobile safety and results in significant additional costs
to consumers, especially low-income consumers.”
Although Pruitt stopped short of announcing new
standards to replace the old ones, the decision to do away
with the 23,17 km/l standard has been a welcome relief for
vehicle manufacturers, who applauded this decision.
“This was the right decision, and we support the
Administration for pursuing a data-driven effort and a single
national programme as it works to finalise future standards.
We appreciate that the Administration is working to find a

Dr iv e tra ins

way to both increase fuel economy standards and keep
new vehicles affordable to more Americans,” said Gloria
Bergquist, vice president of communications and public
affairs for the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers.
American environmentalists, on the other hand, are
not so impressed by the proposed rollbacks on emission
standards, arguing that the decision will make American
cars more expensive to fuel.
“No one in America is eager to buy a car that gets worse
gas mileage and spews more pollution from its tailpipe.
Designing and building cleaner, more cost-efficient cars
is what helped automakers bounce back from the depths
of the recession and will be key to America’s global
competitiveness in the years ahead,” explained Fred Krupp,
president of the Environmental Defence Fund.
Furthermore, the state of California is threatening the
EPA with legal action for reneging on the agreed vehicleemission targets set by the Obama administration. “We are
ready to file suit if needed to protect these critical standards

Strict vehicle-emission targets
imposed in 2012 resulted in
the US commercial-vehicle
market experiencing an increase
in the sales figures of certain
vehicle segments.

and to fight the Administration’s war on our environment,”
said Xavier Becerra, attorney general of California.
In response to these concerns, Pruitt moved swiftly to
explain: “The EPA will set a national standard for greenhousegas emissions that allows auto manufacturers to make
cars that people want and can afford, while expanding
environmental and safety benefits of newer cars.”
Although it is not yet clear what the long-term effects
of this decision will be, should it implemented, and how it
will affect the US commercial-vehicle market, the Trump
administration is adamant that changing the vehicleemission targets set by the Obama administration will
create more jobs.
US President, Donald Trump, challenged General Motors,
Ford Motors and Fiat Chrysler, to move their production
factories to the US, rather than building cars in Mexico for the
US market, in exchange for more favourable environmental
regulations and tax policies.
Equally important, strict vehicle-emission targets
imposed in 2012 resulted in the US commercial-vehicle
market experiencing an increase in the sales figures of
certain vehicle segments, while the sale of smaller vehicles
declined sharply during this period. Consequently, a revision
of these targets is most likely going to reverse this trend.
As vehicle manufacturing companies often make
different vehicles for different global markets, the recent
push to curb emissions in Europe and China could force the
US to follow suit and possibly revert back to the standards
of 23,17 km/l.
With car manufacturing companies pledging to convert
most of their fleets to hybrid and electric technology in
the coming years, the decision by the US to ease vehicleemission targets will not be well received by the global
environmental groups.
This decision could influence policies in other parts of
the world to possibly revise and renege on their emission
targets; resulting in a sharp decrease of the progress made
so far in manufacturing fuel-efficient vehicles that produce
fewer emissions and are good for the environment. F
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Barrels of
challenges facing
liquor transport
From natural disast ers to n ew l egis l at i on , w h i c h w i l l r eq u i r e t h e transport i n dustry
to revi ew i ts s ecur ity proc ess es , t he a lcoh o l i c b e v e rag e transport s ector face s many
n ew c ha l le n g e s . FO C U S r e ports

ccording to trade statistics from the South
African Revenue Service (SARS), beverages
are among the top-12 products being
exported in 2018 with R3,92 billion of
exports in the first quarter. The beverages
market had a total of R17,6 billion of exports in 2017, ranking
among the top-ten products exported from South Africa.
Tanisha Heiberg notes in an article in Reuters that South
Africa is the seventh-biggest wine producer globally. While
the industry is doing well, the current drought throughout
the country, and particularly in the wine regions of the
Western Cape, may alter these statistics, as farmers expect
a lower crop harvest, which means less fruit and alcoholic
beverages to transport.
In an article for News24, Melanie Gosling notes that
Western Cape farmers have lost 25 percent of their orchards
and vineyards, due to the drought.
She quotes University of Cape Town professor and
director of the African Climate and Development Initiative,
Mark New: “What we have is a 25-percent reduction in this
industry, which will only be incrementally increased if and
when farmers can afford to replace those orchards and

A
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vineyards. They can’t suddenly reinvest in 25 percent of the
farm.”
This will have long-term effects for the farmers and
the region, which relies heavily on the export of fruit and
wine. VinPro, a non-profit company that represents South
African wine producers, cellars and industry stakeholders,
estimates that the 2018 crop will be the smallest harvest
since 2005, when only 1,1-million tonnes were harvested. In
2017, 1,4-million tonnes of crop were harvested.
Heiberg explains that the South African wine industry
exports 440-million litres of wine a year and sells close to
the same number of litres locally. The smaller harvest could
result in an increase in price.
The tax increase of 8,5 percent for wine and brandy
and six percent on fortified wine, announced during the
National Budget Speech in February, will further affect
alcohol prices.
Production costs are also expected to increase by a
further 17 percent with the introduction of the new minimum
wage in May. As fuel prices also continue to climb, transport
operators in the alcoholic beverages industry will have to
reconsider the financial impact of the drought. This sector >

A Daimler Brand
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Low
total costs

Greater
safety

Maximised
use

Our new Actros.
The most eﬃcient truck.
With its ability to deliver RoadEfficiency through Greater Safety, Maximised Use
and Low Total Costs, the new Mercedes-Benz Actros is proof of our never-ending
drive for innovation.
Discover more at www.mercedes-benz.co.za/trucks
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will most likely have more expensive transport costs and
there will be more competition with fewer crops and
beverages to transport.
Security is another serious consideration for the transport
of alcoholic beverages. The Department of Health is aiming
to pass a Liquor Amendment Bill that will place a partial
ban on alcohol advertising, but, more importantly, hold
alcoholic beverage manufacturers responsible for any
branded products found in unlicensed outlets, such as
shebeens.
In an article in Business Day, Linda Ensor explains: “If
passed, the legislation will hold liquor makers legally liable
for branded products found in unlicensed outlets, and for
damages caused by any individual consumer while under
the influence of liquor.”
The Department of Trade and Industry supported the
Bill arguing that South Africans are among the biggest
consumers of alcohol globally, with the highest rate of
foetal alcohol syndrome.
The transport industry is vulnerable to hijackings and the
theft of cargo off trucks. In 2017, alcoholic beverages valued
at R3 million were stolen when a truck was hijacked in the
Grasmere area of Gauteng.

He adds that truck hijacking syndicates have also become
more organised with more firepower and influence. This is
partly due to the recent involvement of the military and
police in hijackings.
“The trend is for South African police, metro police,
private security and even military personnel to be directly
involved in hijacking operations,” Bezuidenhout says. He
adds that criminals also use signal jammers, diversion
tactics, infiltration teams, blackmail and even planted
employees.
Bezuidenhout believes that the screening of workers and
drivers is less important than having tactical awareness
within a company. He explains: “The systems, processes
and risk-mitigation strategies need to be professionally
developed to make coercion and attack as risky as possible
for criminals.”
He adds that drivers can receive training to ensure that
they are prepared should a hijacking occur, but, more
importantly, it will enable them to detect a potential
hijacking scenario.
The National Occupational Safety Association (NOSA)
also proposes some anti-hijacking tactics such as sticking
to fixed driving routes, avoiding unscheduled stops, parking

It will be more
important than ever for
transport companies
to consider how they
approach and prevent
theft of their cargo and
vehicles.
Instances like these show the complicated nature of the
Bill. The manufacturer could be held responsible if this
liquor is found in an illegal establishment even though it
was not involved in any way.
If the Bill is passed, it will be more important than ever for
transport companies to consider how they approach and
prevent theft of their cargo and vehicles. There are various
tracking devices to assist in recovering stolen assets, and
anti-hijacking training is available for truck drivers.
In an interview with Arrive Alive, Stan Bezuidenhout,
transport tactical risk specialist, notes: “When truck
hijackings first appeared as an issue in South Africa, as far
back as 2000, it was almost always about the product. Now,
we detect trends with type-specific vehicles often being
targeted.”
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in secure areas with ample lighting and not stopping at the
same rest stops on every trip.
Whether it is a natural disaster, or a new Bill to be passed,
the transport industry is often faced with new challenges.
It is important to remain a step ahead by being prepared
for every eventuality. Transport operators in the alcoholic
beverages sector should review the financial implications
of the drought and revaluate their anti-hijacking systems in
the wake of the Liquor Amendment Bill. F

For anti -h i jack i n g t i ps, c h eck out t h e
N OSA w e bs i t e
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Nampo does
it again

nampo 2 0 1 8

Nampo 2018 proved y et aga in why t he annua l Gra i n SA e v e nt i s on e of Sout h A fri ca’ s
pr emi e r s hows , and t he b iggest of i ts k i n d i n t h e sout h e rn h e m i sp h e r e

U

nfortunately, Nampo 2018 was bigger than
we could ever have space for in FOCUS ...
but we met up with a few exhibitors at the
show, so here is a taste of what went down.

is the ideal place to get close to our customers in their
operating environment. We give them the opportunity to
experience the products first-hand by seeing, touching and
sitting inside them,” he concludes.

FAW

Fire stone

FAW SA showcased everything from its soon-to-be
launched long-haul JH6 to the new 8.140 full automatic
– with the notable vehicles like the FAW 33.420FT and
FAW 28.330FL in between.
“Nampo is a big deal for us,” says Pieter Janse van
Rensburg, FAW SA regional general manager. “This is the
largest show of its kind in South Africa and its footprint is
perfectly in line with three of the most important sectors for
us: construction, short and medium-haul and agriculture.
“At FAW we strive to create partnerships with our
customers. We attend Nampo every year to promote
our products and create awareness with current and
prospective customers,” he adds.
This was certainly the case, as each truck model on
display was made available to show-goers at special
Nampo pricing – a FAW 8.140 with manual transmission was
even sold from the stand on the opening morning.
The soon-to-be-launched FAW 8.140 automatic makes
use of a torque-converter Allison transmission.
“This lowers fuel consumption and reduces maintenance
costs for operators. Fleet owners are moving away from
manual gearboxes, due to driver abuse and human error,”
explains Johan Du Plessis, FAW dealer principle at FAW
Isando.
Van Rensburg adds: “FAW trucks are simple, yet safe. We
use highly specialised components that are on par with
the best available in the industry. All FAW trucks are sold
at very competitive prices, due to the capabilities of the
Coega assembly plant, but the biggest factor for us is that
our customers reap the benefits of low cost per kilometre.”
“Nampo is an integral part of our marketing strategy and
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Firestone South Africa is a permanent participant in the
Nampo Harvest Day Festival, where it has a fixed structure
to host visiting farmers and share detailed information on its
range of agricultural tyres.
“Agricultural tyres are a speciality field, and we pride
ourselves on having many skilled and knowledgeable
specialists on hand to advise farmers on the best tyre
choices for the terrain and their specific application,” says
Thandeka Ngoma, chief marketing officer at Bridgestone
South Africa.
This year the company introduced an element of fun to
its stand ... it hosted the Firestone Karaoke Kombis.
The two Volkswagen (VW) Kombis, a restored 1972
Brasília Kombi and a brand-new VW Kombi that was made
available with support from Volkswagen South Africa,
offered a selection of English and Afrikaans tunes to
choose from. At Nampo all the participants – singing old
and new karaoke songs – jumped into the new-school bus,
while the old-school kombi acted as display vehicle.
More than 250 visitors to the show signed up to sing from
the Firestone catalogue of over 30 000 songs. In each case,
the aspiring singer or group would choose a song, sign,
jump in and sing their hearts out, before receiving a link to
their performance on the internet.
“Over the past few months, the two Karaoke Kombis
have travelled far and wide to entertain fans and visitors to
different music events and festivals. The #FirestoneKK visit
to Nampo has proved to be one of our most successful
campaigns to date, thanks in some part to the popularity
of the Firestone stand and the number of visitors that
came to view our agricultural tyres,” says Ngoma.
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Above : The highlight of the
UD stand was the Quester
fitted with Allison automatic
transmission (left). Over
at Tata (right), everything
from the small Ultra to the
new Daewoo Maximus had
visitors talking.
Le ft: The new Volkswagen
Crafter debuted a week
before its official launch.
Read all about it in the next
issue!

MAN
“MAN has been supporting this event for more than 20
years, and every year our investment and presentation just
gets better,” comment Ian Seethal and Gerard Kalil-Zackey
of the MAN Automotive marketing team. “As South Africans,
we can be very proud of this event. Everyone enjoyed
world-class offerings from a multitude of industry sectors.”
While the company displayed numerous vehicles, the
star attraction at its stand this year was an interesting old
MAN farm tractor, which attracted a lot of attention... “This
fantastic specimen is the pride and joy of long-standing
and super-successful professional haulier, Junior Jack
Transport. Jack de Jager kindly permitted us to showcase
the unit at this year’s event. Baie dankie Mnr de Jager!” the
men explain.
As for the actual trucks, MAN displayed six vehicles from
its TGX, TGS, CLA and VW ranges.
“The TGX and TGS derivatives are suitable for the longhaul aspects of agriculture. For express fresh-fish transport
that needs a fast turnaround time and high average road
speeds, the TGX 26.540 is a benchmark solution.
“The two TGS models are suitable for a variety of longhaul applications, including high-volume game or livestock
transport. The tipper, crane truck and cattle-body units

fulfil missions in those particular fields,” explains Neels
Holtzhausen, area sales manager for the Free State and
North West provinces.
“The VW 17.250 has proved to be a very popular farming
vehicle. As a solo drop side it is able to carry anything
and everything needed to be moved around the farm,
or between farms. Add to that the side extensions and it
becomes an ideal unit for transporting livestock such as
sheep, goats or cattle. With its 35-t gross combination
mass, it pulls a two axle draw-bar trailer with ease.”

Nissan
Nissan displayed a full array of pickups and commercial
vehicles, including a special new version of its popular
NP300 Hardbody with the 2.5 TDI four-cylinder turbodiesel
engine. This new flagship model is available in 4x4 doublecab guise.
“The new Nissan NP300 2.5 TDI 4x4 Double Cab is
perhaps the best proof of our close relationship with
the agricultural community. The model was created after
we received feedback from farmers and dealers in rural
communities on the need for a diesel-powered off-road
capable NP300 double cab,” says Xavier Gobille, MD for
sales, marketing and aftersales at Nissan Group of Africa.
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At the show, it was fitted with additional equipment to
create the Rogue Special Edition.
“While the new model will be welcomed by farmers,
we are sure it will also find favour with budget-conscious
families and outdoor enthusiasts. It is by no means a
stripped down bakkie as it features ample specification
levels, yet it will be one of the most affordable 4x4-model
double cabs in the market when it is launched,” says Gobille.
Nissan also showcased its entire range of pickups at
Nampo, including the new Navara 4x2 double cab, the
ubiquitous NP200 and the heavy-duty Patrol Pick-Up.

Tata
Vivek Acharya, senior manager sales and marketing, trucks
and buses, Tata Motors, explains that the brand’s vehicles
are suited to the agricultural industry because they are
rugged and simple to maintain.

the Toyota-sponsored Cheetahs rugby team were on hand
to meet and greet visitors to the stand.
We spoke to Neil Marais (fly half), Nico Lee (centre) and
Tom Botha (prop). “It’s the first time we’ve been here ... this
place is big! It’s amazing to see how much walking you have
to do!” they said.

UD
Big news at the UD stand was the Quester CDE330 6x2
with Allison 3200-series fully automatic transmission. The
Allison 3000 and 3200-series automatic transmissions are
currently being phased in across the Quester range.
“We are now introducing four additional eight-litre
Quester models with the Allison transmissions and later
we’ll add three additional models with 11-litre engines.
Those will have the 4000-series Allison,” explains Eugene
Fourie, marketing pricing manager.

A bov e : Iveco (left) showcased a vehicle for almost any application.
Nissan (right) placed the NP300 Rogue Special Edition at the centre of
its display.
Righ t : Did you know MAN once made agricultural tractors? It was a
surprise to see this beauty on the company’s stand.

“The 1518 and 813 are our biggest sellers. They are used
mainly in this sector where the roads are bad. Operators
like their heavy-duty aggregates, simple engineering, ease
of maintenance, and the fact that they are hard workers,”
he says.
Tata also showcased the 1623, which competes directly
with products from Japan.
“The 7,5-t vehicle has a Cummins engine and Eaton
transmission. We also have a 1216 with seven-metre long
body and six-tonne capacity; it is good for anything from
moving hay to catering. It is also cheaper than our recently
introduced Ultra (which was the stand’s centrepiece).”
Finally, Tata displayed the new Daewoo Maximus, which
starred on the cover of issue 4.
“The biggest attraction is the trusted driveline fitted to
this truck, but people also like the look of it … it looks like a
transformer!” he laughs.

Toyota
While you can read more about the Toyota stand on page
32, it featured an attraction of a different kind... Players from
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Attracting even more attention at the stand were the
Croner models, fitted with cattle bodies and draw-bar
trailers.
“We’re receiving queries for the replacement of the UD
35 and 40, but those will only arrive around September,”
says Paul Sales, regional sales manager for Limpopo,
Mpumalanga and North West. He explains that UD
Telematics was also widely publicised at the event.
“It’s available standard on the Quester and Croner, and
the next-generation Quon will have it when it arrives in
2019. Customers get it free for the first year and pay a small
monthly fee from the second year. It offers track and trace
and, although there is no recovery service, the system has
helped to recover nine stolen vehicles already,” he says. F
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500 Series
proves its flexibility
If there was one constant m essag e at t h e H i no stan d at N ampo 2 0 1 8 , i t was t h at the
recently l aunched 500 W id e Cab i s on e of t h e most i mportant v e h i c l e s i n i ts s eg ment

aunched to the South African market in the
last quarter of 2017, the Hino 500 Wide Cab
has already proved to be one of the brand’s
most popular models.
As Leslie Long, senior manager: Hino SA
product and demand planning, asserts:
“Hino claimed 15,5 percent of the heavy commercial vehicle
(HCV) segment in April; its highest market share for 12 years.
This was because of the brilliant performance of the new 500
Wide Cab range.”

L

This may sound like Hino tooting its own horn, but, when
speaking to some of the brand’s sales executives at its
Nampo stand, it became clear that customer interest in the
new model is not purely fleeting.
Charles D-Araujo, regional sales manager north region,
explains that the three 500 Wide Cab models on the stand
were chosen to demonstrate the model’s strengths to the
agricultural community.
“Thanks to the extended chassis, it has the length to
allow many types of bodies. This includes reefer bodies
with rails and hooks for transportation of animal carcasses,
or the popular cattle body, which we have shown here, with
a removable top and floor grid so that it can also be used
as a normal drop side,” he says.

In addition, Hino also previewed a Toyota Dyna cherry
picker, a 300 915 with refrigerated body and a 700 Series
super link – once again filled with lucerne to be donated to
Farmers In Need.
Fracois Hefer, from Hino West Rand, says: “You don’t
sell a single-use vehicle to a farmer; you sell a multipurpose vehicle. They use their vehicles for more than one
application.” Hefer adds that the inherent flexibility in the
500 Wide Cab makes it ideal to meet the needs of farmers.
“The 500 Wide Cab is vastly improved compared to the
previous 500 range. The vehicles shown
at Nampo are suited to the agricultural
industry because of their durability and
reliability, parts availability, good fuel
consumption and flexible options for
customisation,” he says.
D-Araujo adds that the range now
features a fully automatic transmission,
as well as other convenience features
to ease the driver’s job – such as a
radio, driver airbag, power windows, airconditioning, cruise control and either
full- or semi-floating cab mountings to
improve ride comfort and lessen fatigue.
Finally, Thomas Khumalo, sales executive at Hino
Tshwane, explains why the 500 Wide Cab 1627 is particularly
well suited to the agricultural industry.
“With this eight-tonne truck you can get a gross
combination mass of 16 t, which is good for the general
needs of farmers. They can hook on a draw-bar trailer and
use it to move livestock, feed, or most things on a farm.
The bodies offered with the vehicles are manufactured by
preferred Hino suppliers, who know exactly what specs are
required by this industry,” Khumalo notes.
“I can say with conviction that the 500 Wide Cab is the
best eight-tonne truck on the market,” Long concludes.
Judging by the interest it garnered at Nampo, this may
very well be the case. F
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Oiling the
cogs that fuel
agriculture
“We get the agr icu ltural mark et,” says Joe Ma h lo , g e n e ral manag e r comm e rci a l at
En gen, but t hat ’ s only part of t he r e ason w h y t h e o i l company h as h a d an a l most
40 -year relat ions hip wit h Grain SA’ s N ampo Harv e st Day. G AVIN MY E R S f i n ds out more

t’s common knowledge that agriculture is
one of the most technologically advanced
industries today. One need only look at the
eye-opening array of machinery on display
at Nampo each year. For Engen, keeping
pace with this development is not negotiable.
“As new equipment comes into the market, more
stringent specs are required. There are fewer and fewer
machines that run 500-ppm diesel. Some require up to
10 ppm,” Mahlo explains.
It is for this reason that, last year, Engen invested “an
enormous amount of money” to upgrade its refinery to
produce the required spec of fuel ahead of legislation. “We
are ready for the demand,” says Mahlo, adding that the
company is in the process of migrating to supplying only
50 ppm.
While diesel is the product most supplied by Engen
to the agricultural sector, its lubricants are also in high
demand. Its Dieselube 700, explains Mahlo, holds the
largest market share of a specific product across diesel
engines.
“The standard of our lubricants is driven by the
requirements of the original equipment manufacturers,
as well as the research and development of our parent
company, Petronas. It has research centres around the
world, and one will be opened in South Africa in the next
couple of years,” he notes.
“Therefore, when new machinery comes into the country,
our products are already pre-certified to be used in that

I
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machinery. This also means that the customer knows that
our products are good to use,” he continues.
Naturally, all these products – and more – were on
display at the Engen pavilion at Nampo.
“The big attraction is the showcasing of our technology
and products. There is, however, another attraction that
takes a more nostalgic approach,” Mahlo smiles.
He’s referring to the Engen Tractor Museum, which is
always a hit attraction with visitors to the stand.
“It’s amazing to see some of the equipment from over the
years... The museum is an Engen initiative; it was started by
an employee who was quite an enthusiast. He renovated
the equipment and we thought supporting the initiative
would be a contribution to the industry. The visitors find it
very nostalgic,” he says.
For the younger crowd, a racing simulator created a bit
of a buzz.
Mahlo is keen to point out, though, that the scope of
Engen’s involvement in the agricultural industry is not
limited to supplying the necessary products and ensuring
its heritage remains for generations to come.
“When there are issues threatening the success of the
industry, we participate where we can. These include the
recent droughts in the Western Cape, North West and Free
State provinces.
“At the moment, the best way to support the industry
is through drought relief. We work with the affected
customers and associations and have been providing
water, sponsorship for the farmers and workers, and so on.
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Currently, we are providing water tankers in the Free State
and are spreading this initiative across the country.
“We are a part of the community and therefore provide
support. Anyone can just do a transaction ... but there’s
great value in actually being part of the community; in this
way we can understand the needs of the industry a lot

better,” Mahlo explains.
He adds that this has meant that Engen is one of the few
remaining big oil companies in these regions. “Most of the
main oil companies left the rural areas, but, for a long time,
we have partnered with local operations to make sure that
the products they supply are of the right quality. We would
like to expand that model.
“Our success is, therefore, partly because of the alignment
of our objectives with those of the agricultural community,”
Mahlo observes.
He adds that there are not too many opportunities to
meet the who’s who of the South African agricultural
community.
“Agriculture is a key sector for us, and, for as long as this
is the case, we will continue to support Nampo. One thing

Engen’s involvement in
the agricultural industry
is not limited to supplying
the necessary products
and ensuring its heritage
remains for generations
to come.

I love about Nampo is that the discussions that take place
show that the industry is not shy to tackle controversial
issues.
“You’ll also never find a more concentrated target market.
Everyone at Nampo has an interest in some aspect of the
industry. They go there to look at the latest trends and they
are mainly decision-makers, so for us, as a supplier to the
industry, it’s very important to be there.”
It’s clear that Engen’s long association with the local
agricultural industry will continue for the foreseeable
future. F
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That Hilux high

“Welcome to bakk ie country ” is what t h e s i g ns at t h e F r e e Stat e bor de rs s h ou l d r e a d .
In fact, “Welcom e to H ilux country ” wou l d b e more appropr i at e . . . and not on ly i n t he
F r ee S tate, but S outh A fr i ca as a w h o l e , w r i t e s G AVIN MY E R S

M

onth after month, the Hilux is the nation’s
best-selling vehicle – in April, 2 679 left
Toyota showrooms, and the month before
recorded 3 825 units sold; 1 072 more
than its nearest rival. A visit to Nampo in a
2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider AT proved exactly why

this is the case.
In fact, a visit to the Toyota stand at Nampo made it evident
that – as venerable as it is – the Hilux was among the most
popular vehicles – not only on the stand, but probably at the
show!
Of course, a preview of the forthcoming Dakar-edition –
with its striking silver paintwork and contrasting piano black
accents, as well as its revised, aggressive front bumper and
bullish new grille – was a huge crowd puller. While the boys
drooled over the Hilux Dakar, the girls were able to swoon
over some members from the Toyota
Cheetahs rugby team...
Towards the end of 2017, Toyota gave
the Hilux range a few neat upgrades.
Being able to take our Cosmic Blue test
unit on the 500-km round trip was a
welcome opportunity to reacquaint
ourselves with the nation’s favourite and
enjoy some of the enhancements.
Among these, Toyota has made the
interior a more comfortable, durable
place to be, adding padded urethane and

soft-touch leather to door and centre arm rests. Comfort, in
fact, is a strong suit of the new Hilux – the ride is among the
best in class, while its seats are well designed, supportive
and comfortable; there wasn’t a numb bum or aching back
to speak of from front- or rear-seat passengers. Finding a
comfy, commanding driving position is easy, too.
It’s also worth noting that Toyota enhanced the Hilux’s
safety specification – Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) now
also incorporates Hill Assist Control (HAC) and Trailer Sway
Control (TSC) – systems we were happy to have on the Free
State’s less-than-perfect rural roads...
Another welcome feature, specific to the top-spec Raider
models, is the powerful LED headlamps and front fog lamps;
which made “light work” of guiding the FOCUS team home
before hitting the big-city lights of Joburg.
During our round trip, which included at least an hour and
a half sitting in traffic, the 2.8
GD-6 consumed just over
9,0 l/100 km – not far off
the claimed 8,5 combined
figure. This 130 kW (at 3 400
r/min), 450 Nm (between
1 600 and 2 400 r/min) unit
and six-speed automatic
transmission
worked
together to make the
drive effortless. While the
requisite amount of punch is
on tap for easy overtaking, it
hums away smoothly and unobtrusively the rest of the time.
Priced at R601 600, the Hilux 2.8 GD-6 4x4 Raider AT is well
priced against the competition. It comes with a five-year/
90 000 km service plan and three-year/100 000 km warranty.
All of which means it easily retains its status as South Africa’s
favourite bakkie. F

Want to know more about t h e upcom i n g
H i lux Dakar? S can h e r e
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Launc h d r i v e

Can Mercedes-Benz
make a “real” bakkie?

GAVI N M YERS att en d ed t he l aunch of on e of t h e most ant i c i pat e d v e h i c l e s i n i ts s eg m e nt
– t he M erced es - B e nz X- C l ass doub l e - cab bakk i e

et’s address the elephant in the room
without delay ... we’re all aware that
the Mercedes-Benz X-Class shares its
underpinnings with the Nissan Navara
and Renault Alaskan. The company, itself,
makes no bones about the fact.
“Nissan has 80 years of experience and is second in the
world with pickups. We wouldn’t have made it to market in
just four years without them,” explains Christian Pohl, head
of product and marketing for Mercedes-Benz Vans, who
flew in from Stuttgart to join the local media launch.
He’s quick to point out that “no part of the X-Class was
left untouched by Mercedes-Benz”.
However, those with a keen eye will immediately see that
that is not entirely true. Some of the cabin’s switchgear is a
direct carryover, as is the car’s main electrical architecture
(meaning, to the ire of many journalists on launch, the key
has simply had its Nissan badge replaced with a threepointed star), while the engines are shared, too.
However, what has been touched by the chaps in white
coats over in Stuttgart certainly says Mercedes-Benz. You’ll
notice the company’s SUV 3.0 design language; with its
bold, twin-strake grille and muscular proportions.
Inside, the minimalist dash houses the tablet-like screen
for the Command Audio 20 infotainment system and is
covered in mostly pleasing materials.

L
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Be warned though, while both the Progressive and Power
trim levels come with a fair level of standard specification,
you will fork out extra for some expected equipment
(typical of German vehicle manufacturers).
Numerous optional-equipment and accessories packages
offer combinations of optional luxuries to make the choice
easier. It’s not that the X-Class comes poorly spec’d, but, it
has to be said, for “premium” level vehicles costing between
R642 103 and R791 315, you would expect the likes of
navigation and a reversing camera to be standard fare.
So, what does your money get you, then? According
to Mercedes-Benz, Progressive models are “aimed
at consumers who are seeking a rugged bakkie with
extra styling and comfort functions, while also being a
comfortable, yet prestigious, vehicle for private or dual use”.
These are distinguishable by their black trim, halogen
headlamps and 17-inch wheels.
At the other end of the scale are the Power models,
“aimed at customers for whom styling, performance and
comfort are paramount”. Spot the 18-inch rims, adornment
of chrome and LED headlamps.
However, there’s more to be had under the skin. X220d
derivatives feature the single-turbo version of the 2,3litre turbodiesel powerplant, which produces 120 kW and
403 Nm torque. It’s only available with a 4x2 drivetrain and
six-speed manual gearbox in Progressive trim.

Launch d r iv e

What has been touched by
the chaps in white coats over
in Stuttgart certainly says
Mercedes-Benz.

X250d models receive a twin-turbo engine with outputs
reaching 140 kW and 450 Nm, and can be purchased with
a selection of 4x2 or 4x4 (4Matic) drivetrains, and manual or
seven-speed automatic gearboxes.
The engines are rated at Euro 5, but are 50 ppm
compatible. The X-Class boasts a 1,1-t load capacity and
3,5-t tow rating.
Employing similar double-wishbone front and multilink rear suspension as the Navara, the X-Class’s tracks
measure in at a wide 1 632 and 1 625 mm front and rear. In
fact, it boasts a ground clearance of 221 mm (20 mm higher
than on other markets), a wading depth of 600 mm and
gradeability of 100 percent/45°.
The launch route around the George area consisted
of some off-road obstacles and kilometres of mountain
climbing; each as challenging as the other. Here, the fleet
of X-Class 4Matic coped with aplomb; surefooted, easy to
manoeuvre and confidence inspiring.
It’s also really rather refined and comfortable, as one
would expect from a vehicle from the marque. Is it the most
comfortable and refined in its class? Whether on road or
off, it’s close...
But, is it worth the price? For some, it may be, and, here
again, Mercedes-Benz South Africa admits that it is not
aiming to be a volume seller in the segment.
“We will take a fair share of the market, attracting current
bakkie owners as well as current Mercedes-Benz owners
who are in the market for one. The X-Class opens a new
range of opportunities for us,” says Nadia Trimmel, head of
Mercedes-Benz Vans Southern Africa.
Only time will tell... F
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Ligh t B r i g a d e

Still one
of the best
It ’s hard to bel ieve t he current for d R ang e r h as b e e n w i t h us for e i g h t y e ars and was
faceli fted four y ears ago . W it h a n ew mo de l wa i t i n g i n t h e w i n g s , G AVIN MY E R S t e sts t he
loca l ly d evelop ed F x 4 and f i n ds t h at i t i s st i l l as capab l e as e v e r

et’s get something out the way from the
beginning – the Fx4 is a special-edition
model that simply benefits from a few
styling upgrades. If you’re looking for some
additional ponies under the hood, you’ll
have to wait for the 2019 Ranger Raptor,
or look at the “Ford-approved” tuned Rangers such as the
recently released Rousche Ranger.
Some bold, black decals are overlaid on the Frozen White,
Moondust Silver (as pictured), Sea Grey or Panther Black
colour options. Those on the bonnet, tailgate and lower door
edges, together with the blackened 17-inch alloy wheels, are
the immediate giveaway that what you’re looking at is an Fx4.

L

Observers with a keener eye will spot the black sports bar
(which incorporates handy LED load-bay lights) fitted to the
now plastic-lined load bay, as well as the gloss-black radiator
grille, door and tailgate handles, door mirrors and roof rails.
All this comes together to make the Fx4 stand out from the
crowd, but only ever so slightly given the slew of aftermarket
“Raptor kits” on the market. The visual upgrades will definitely
appeal to buyers that err on the side of conservative, but
want something slightly more special.
Inside, the design remains the same as the standard,
well-spec’d XLT model on which the Fx4 is based. This isn’t a
bad thing, as Ford has made some pleasing spec upgrades
anyway.
Now standard are front-mounted parking sensors that
complement the existing Rear Park Assist with rear-view
camera, as well as Ford’s superb Sync3 with navigation
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infotainment system. This eight-inch touch-screen system is
among the most user-friendly available today; it’s responsive
and features an intuitive, visually pleasing interface.
As it is based on the XLT 3.2 4x4, I did land up wishing
that the Fx4 had received a slight powertrain upgrade ... the
five-cylinder unit is beginning to show its age in terms of
refinement. However, low down torque remains its forte
and, with 470 Nm on tap from 1 500 r/min, the Fx4 is eager
off the line, while it pulls a load and cruises at highway
speed with equal ease.
This is even the case with the six-speed auto, which, to my
mind, seems to have far less slip than other Ranger autos
I’ve sampled. During my week with the Fx4 (which included
a long-distance trip away for the Easter weekend) my fuel
consumption levelled out at 9,6 l/100 km – a bit shy of Ford’s
claimed 8,9.
That weekend away reminded me, though, that the Ranger
still offers one of the best rides in the bakkie business. Still
underpinned by leaf-spring rear suspension, it soaks up
bumps as impressively as ever and never feels unsettled.
The cab offers enough space for four adults.
Opting for the Fx4 spec will set buyers back an additional
R15 140 over the standard XLT 3.2 4x4 AT asking price of
R610 300. For just R8 200 more, buyers could opt for the
flashier Wildtrack model.
However, if you’re a Ford fan and want one of the current
“blacked out” bakkies (such as the Isuzu KB X-Rider or Toyota
Hilux Black), the Ranger Fx4 will not disappoint. As long as
you’re willing to pay a premium...
The Fx4 is sold with Ford’s four-year/120 000 km warranty,
five-year/100 000 km service plan, three-year/unlimited
kilometre roadside assistance and five-year/unlimited
kilometre corrosion warranty. Free 4x4 training is provided
with the purchase of any Ranger 4x4 model. F
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Future Fuso
in the making
Fuso Trucks Southern A fr ica is on a pat h to
bigger and bett er t hin gs , havin g embark e d
on an ambi ti ous d r ive to increase mark e t
share. GAVI N M YE R S speaks to t he t eam

iyad Gaba, head of FUSO Trucks Southern
Africa, has created a roadmap for the brand
leading up to 2020, the destination of which
is an overall market share of ten percent.
This will require 60-percent growth from
the brand’s current base – growth that he
notes will not happen overnight.
However, he is resolute in his ambition and – with the full
buy-in of the entire national FUSO team, which has so far
been increased by 46 percent – things are already looking
promising.
“FUSO is a results-oriented organisation. We want to see
an increase in market share and parts penetration, growth
in terms of service throughput and an expansion of the
product range,” outlines Gaba.
Mpho Matseba, FUSO Trucks Southern Africa marketing
manager, explains that ensuring the brand is top of mind
among consumers is very important in achieving the overall
goal.
“Brand awareness is the first step in creating more of a
presence and ensuring we are visible. We have, therefore,
invested heavily in the brand and created the new slogan
‘Simply Better Trucks’. This summarises the values we’ve
defined and to which customers are accustomed – a full
solution with complexity removed; a simplified process,” she
says.
Linked to this aggressive marketing approach is a drive to
improve customer service, the dealer network and marketsegment penetration with the continued introduction of
new models.

Z

A trusted touch po int
“We must ignite passion for the FUSO brand ... it is important
that, no matter what touchpoint they have with our brand,
customers should enjoy the same positive experience,”
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notes Rowlands Peters, national sales manager at FUSO
Trucks Southern Africa.
“While many of our customers are big groups of
companies, many others are not logistics professionals –
they are smaller operations that run vehicles as a necessary
part of their business – and we need to make their lives as
simple as possible,” he adds.
To improve customer experience, FUSO dealer
management has been consolidated into a regional setup.
According to Gaba, this ensures that they can be managed
efficiently and that the people involved “speak FUSO”.
“Customer requirements are all different; FUSO customers
want specific things, and offering full value starts at the first
encounter,” says Gaba, who wants to increase the rate of
first encounters. “A concerted effort is being made to meet
new customers and build relationships through a keyaccount strategy,” he explains.
“Customer retention is also key,” explains Kgaogelo
Sebothoma, service and technical manager. “Our keyaccount managers – with support from the dealer network
– are dedicated to specific fleets, and see them on a
monthly basis to improve relationships.”
So far, internally, the effort is paying off. FUSO has
received a gold National Automotive Dealer Association
award, while its customer service index is now up to
90 percent (far above targets for the year to date, says
Sebothoma). Additionally, having more people in the
services domain ensures that, in the event of a vehicle
breaking down, customers are back on the road quickly.
“Dealers can be assured of the full commitment of the
FUSO team, as well as our parent, Daimler Trucks and
Buses Southern Africa. They have our full backing to ensure
they are successful. We really believe that we will achieve
our objectives,” Gaba alludes, adding that the gold award is
only the beginning...

FOC US on Fuso

Top : Features that increase driver comfort and
reduce fatigue are considered “must haves”.
Le ft an d above : Fuso Trucks Southern Africa
aims to increase market share to ten percent by
2020.

A dapt i n g to an e vo lv i n g mark e tpl ac e
Since the introduction of the Canter Lift in 2014, FUSO has
introduced four new models to the South African market
(that’s one a year), and this effort is set to continue as the
brand pushes to fill gaps in its product portfolio.
(You can read about the latest – the Canter FE 4-130 – on
the following page.)
“We have a variety of products as well as the knowledge
about the applications to which they are best suited. The
South African market is developing and its segments are
evolving. While customers are still price sensitive, they are
also demanding more value and higher levels of service,”
Gaba remarks.
“We are listening to our customers and bridging the gap
between simplicity and technology. This is what we aim to
achieve through Simply Better Trucks,” he continues.
Matseba explains, for example, that there has been an
increase in demand for self-shifting transmissions – such as
FUSO’s own Duonic dual-wet-clutch transmission – in the
medium commercial-vehicle segment.
“We are also seeing that features that previously were
optional are now ‘must haves’. The market is still price
sensitive, though, and we must offer the best package,”
she says.

Peters adds that these features are also integral to the
aim of reducing driver effort and increasing comfort in order
to combat driver fatigue.

Taking FUSO to the futur e
Despite an overall tough 2017, FUSO Trucks Southern Africa
managed to increase its market share year on year, and
increase volume of parts sales and vehicles sold through
dealers. This momentum is driving Gaba and his team.
“We have a clear, ambitious growth path. We know that
it’ll be a challenging road; the market is not an easy space
as there’s lots of strong competition, but we have a role to
play and we’ll continue to remain positive.
“FUSO will focus mainly on the medium and heavy
commercial-vehicle segments – and be seriously
competitive. In the extra-heavy segment, we will fill a
complementary role to our counterparts within Daimler
Trucks and Buses South Africa,” Gaba says.
“Our team is dynamic, diverse and committed, which will
give us an edge in the future. No matter what, though, we’ll
always listen to our customers and provide the solutions
they need,” he concludes.
It sounds like FUSO Trucks Southern Africa is heading in
the right direction, as it follows that roadmap to 2020. F
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Can-do
with
Canter
If there’s on e name in extr icably l inke d w i t h t h e F uso bran d, i t i s Cant e r . W i t h t h e
addi ti on of i ts sma l l est m emb er , t he famous ran g e of m e di um comm e rci a l v e h i c l e s i s
now b igger and b e tte r t h an e v e r b e for e

or the past four years, FUSO Trucks Southern
Africa has expanded its range by one new
model a year. Plugging market gaps is
part of the company’s drive for expansion,
and 2018 sees another gap filled with the
introduction of the Canter FE4-130.
The venerable Canter (the current model was originally
launched in 2006) has been facelifted. It’s ready for FUSO’s
new era with a new front-end design, and an even more
practical, comfortable, modern cab interior.

F

According to Mpho Matseba, FUSO Trucks South Africa’s
marketing manager, the expansion of the FUSO Trucks
product portfolio will allow the brand to have a presence
in key market segments. Matseba comments, that with the
FE4-130, FUSO has created “the most suitable vehicle in the
light-duty segment”.
She adds: “Its size makes it perfect for operators that need
to utilise it for a variety of applications; such as contractors,
dry freight, fleet operations, food services, landscaping,
drop-side, public works and transport of refrigerated goods.”
As the smallest vehicle in the Canter range – it has a 4,9-t
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gross vehicle mass and a 2,9-t payload – what makes the
FE4-130 tick? For starters, up to 50 different body variations
can be mounted to the pre-drilled chassis.
“This means that the body-mounting process is easy,
quick and affordable. In fact, the bodybuilding process is a
plug-and-play solution, as the vehicle is also equipped with
power and signal plugs so that no cutting of wires is needed,”
says Matseba.
Furthermore, the vehicle’s CAN-bus architecture allows
capability with the FUSO fleet-management solution, and
combines with the Intelligent Instrument Cluster – which,
itself, allows for easy programming of service intervals,
troubleshooting of error codes and monitoring fuel
consumption.
Not that there will be much consumption to monitor ... the
3,0-litre, Euro-3 engine with Eco-mode is tuned for efficiency.
It produces 96 kW of power and 300 Nm torque, sending
power to the 4x2 drivetrain through either a slick, five-speed
manual gearbox, or FUSO’s advanced six-speed, Duonic
dual-wet-clutch transmission.
The uninterrupted torque, seamless acceleration, smooth
shifts and absence of shift shock afforded by Duonic means
the load on both engine and driver is eased. Furthermore,
this transmission (the only one of its type on a truck) allows
for creep, which means smoother starting on hills; and its
clutches are maintenance free.
Speaking of maintenance, every Canter boasts a bumperto-bumper, two-year/unlimited-kilometre warranty. With
oil-service intervals of up to 25 000 km for the engine and
50 0000 km for the transmission, FUSO has ensured that
operating a Canter will be as smooth a process as driving
one. F

F i n d out h ow t h e Cante r can carry your
bus i n e ss !

FOC US on Fuso

Making the
right move
What do you d o if your bus in ess n e e ds v e h i c l e s t h at comp ly w i t h sp ec i f i c r e str i ct i ons,
but have l itt l e luck wit h most off e r i n g s on t h e mark e t ? For Las e r T ransport, the
solut ion was to contact F uso T rucks

he Laser Transport group’s primary function
is household furniture removals across
all regions of South Africa. The total fleet
consists of 527 vehicles, 59 of which are
FUSO models. Most recently, the Canter
FE4-130, with a payload of up to two tonnes,
was introduced to the fleet to fulfil a special role…
“Truck bodies are built for maximum volume, but big
vehicles could no longer enter an increasing number
of gated communities and office complexes. In these
areas vehicles are restricted by height and weight, which
forced us to find a solution for shuttling between the
truck and the house,” explains Noel Goldman of Laser
Transport.
“No dealer could give us a chassis that could meet the
current restrictions. However, FUSO introduced a threetonne vehicle that met the weight requirement and has a
low ground clearance. The vehicle has a long wheelbase
so we could have maximum body length and width, which
made up for most of the lost volume in height.
“Furthermore, the rear
overhang of the chassis
could be dropped by
200 mm to provide
space for fridges or tall
machinery that has to
be transported in an
upright position,” Goldman
explains.
Goldman says that this
is not the only reason that
the company is growing
its fleet of FUSO vehicles.
“FUSO has the advantage in that it is very visible on the
road, with a strong dealer support base, and most parts
are available directly over the counter. The vehicle, itself,
has a straightforward design. It has proved to have low
maintenance costs and be very fuel efficient – more so than
claimed by the manufacturer!” Goldman smiles.

T

“It is robust, of good quality, has a strong drivetrain and is
well-priced,” he adds.
Goldman notes that ongoing communication and
partnering with the right people is what it’s all about: “FUSO
even honours warranties after the expiry date if the problem
is a manufacturer fault. FUSO’s feedback, reporting and
keeping us informed of changes on the models we are
operating, is outstanding.”
For Laser Transport, the main return on investment lies in

FUSO’s solution to Laser Transport’s
problem of height restrictions (above) was
this innovative FE4-130 (left).

maximising the lifespan of the vehicle.
“FUSO trucks were introduced to our
fleet in 2007 and these vehicles are
still operating with original drivetrains.
For us the longevity of the vehicle is
not based on kilometres, but on how
many years it remains in operation.”
The company follows a full in-house vehicle preventativemaintenance programme. Mileages are recorded weekly
and vehicle bodies are painted every five years to maintain
brand image. “This way, we get two or more lifespans out of
the vehicle,” Goldman says.
“FUSO has made it so difficult for us to look elsewhere...”
Goldman concludes. F
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Aftermarke t

Advice from the pros
GAVI N M YERS speaks to t he t eam at A fr i ca Automot i v e A fte rmark e t So luti ons ( A A AS) to
see what owners of o l d er vehic l es can do to e nsur e t h e y k e e p t h e i r v e h i c l e s runn i n g
for y e ars to com e

he AAAS procurement team of Werner
Greeff (Diesel) and Jacques Heck (Electrical),
as well as Hugo Grobler from the AAAS
franchise office, form part of a group of
companies that has been recognised in the
industry for more than 30 years.
“AAAS offers fully trained technicians and fully equipped
workshops to meet the end-user’s needs, including wellknown names such as ADCO, Motolek, CBS, Silverton
Radiators and Auto Care & Diagnostics,” explains Grobler.
The team is, therefore, perfectly placed to answer some
pressing aftermarket questions:

T

FOCUS: Why is it necessary to purchase quality
aftermarket parts?
Heck: Quality aftermarket parts first need to be defined.
Cheaper aftermarket parts are usually associated with poor
quality, but this has changed over time. Nowadays, most
aftermarket parts are as good as the original equipment
(OE) parts, due to production technology and volume.
Greef: The quality of aftermarket parts not only determines
the cost, but the longevity (and enjoyment) of the vehicle.
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The lower the quality of selected aftermarket parts, the
longer the time a vehicle will be off the road for repairs.
Heck: Importantly, it also depends if the part is critical for
safety. Once these factors have been determined, one
might find that the brand-name aftermarket products
are made from better material, which will lead to better
warranties and a longer lifespan, and which will indirectly
cause less harm to the vehicle.
FOCUS: How can the consumer tell whether or not parts
are of a high quality?
Greef: Purchasing aftermarket parts from a reputable
company with long-standing relationships will ensure that
the product is reliable. “Fly by night” operators will often not
take responsibility for the product they sell to the consumer.
Heck: Brands like Bosch and LUK, for example, will usually
be associated with reputable spares shops that have been
around for some time.
FOCUS: What about the service outlet? How can the
consumer ensure this is trustworthy?
Heck: The appearance is often a giveaway. (For example, >

? ??????????????

We’re all about keeping it
cool.
Silverton Radiators has been in the engine cooling business providing quality
replacement products for more than sixty years, and if there is anybody who
understands engine cooling, then it is us.
For fast, friendly and efficient service let the professionals help you.
There are more than 120 Silverton Radiators dealers spread
across Southern Africa, so wherever you are, there is a
Silverton Radiators dealer near you.
Services offered by Silverton Radiators:
- Specialist engine cooling systems advice
- Professional flushing of cooling systems
- Radiator and inter-cooler re-coring or
refurbishment
- Custom-made parts as per customer
requirements
- Sales of quality replacement parts
- Specialised systems and component testing
- Expert cooling system troubleshooting,
service and repair.

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON BEHR
HELLA SERVICE RADIATORS

For more information, please visit www.silvertonradiators.co.za

We find your car
positively electrifying!

National Franchise | 50+ Years Industry Recognition | Fully Trained Technicians | Fully Equipped Workshops
Motolek is a unique workshop franchise for auto-electrical specialists. There are more than 40 Franchises countrywide,
offering a network of professional technicians specialising in auto-electrical and related services ensuring guaranteed workmanship
nationwide. The Motolek franchise of auto-electrical specialists continues to commit to the training and investment necessary to service the
wide range of electronic fuel injection and engine management systems available.

AUTO-ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
To locate your nearest branch, call 011 879 6000 or visit www.motolek.co.za
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is it clean and professional?) One should also check
if it uses reputable products and brands. One way to
“research” the outlet is to find out what brands it sells.
FOCUS: In the case of commercial vehicles, many
operators perform their own maintenance. What
services can an organisation such as AAAS offer them?
Heck: AAAS tries to offer a full basket of services. This
can lead to cost savings and ensure availability of parts
for the customer’s fleet. This will also avoid vehicle down
time.

The older a vehicle, the more
evident organic wear and
tear becomes. Preventative
maintenance is always
the answer.
FOCUS: How important is regular maintenance as
a vehicle ages, and how should the maintenance
intervals be adapted?
Heck: Prevention is better than cure... All vehicles have
standard service intervals and there is no need to
change these intervals as long as they are adhered to
and one makes use of a reputable workshop that can
identify future mechanical problems.
FOCUS: As a commercial vehicle ages, what are some
of the more common problems that may arise and how
can these be best prevented and/or dealt with?
Greef: The older a vehicle, the more evident organic wear
and tear becomes to the user. Preventative maintenance
is always the answer. Owners should commit to having
the service parts replaced at the right time and the
critical parts checked for early identification of failure.
Heck: In addition, they should focus on the parts
susceptible to wear and tear, as well as the safety-critical
parts.
FOCUS: What is the takeaway message when dealing
with aftermarket parts, suppliers and workshops?
Greef: Remember that time spent off the road cannot be
recouped. It’s easier to predict downtime with scheduled
services and thorough checks than to deal with a sudden
breakdown.
Heck: At the end of the day, it’s up to consumers to
ensure they are educated and informed. F

F i n d out w h at AAAS h as to offe r for
your f l e e t !
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Better drivers
thanks to
DriveCam
Dr i ve Risk , in partn ership wit h Lytx , h ost e d i ts s econ d Lytx Dri v eCam U s e r Group
Conference on M ay 14. M A R I S K A M O R R I S att e n de d to l e arn mor e about t h i s t ec h nology
and its b en ef its for Sout h A fri can transport op e rators

he Lytx DriveCam software records the
interior and exterior of a vehicle, after which
the footage is analysed and sent to Lytx
clients. Drive Risk is the sole distributor of
Lytx products in South Africa and offers
maintenance and software support to
South African Lytx customers.
Director of Drive Risk, Steve Ford, said: “The DriveCam
footage is assessed by independent
accident specialists and their
comments are sent directly to
the client to give guidance on the
driver’s training.” He believes this
separates DriveCam from its South
African competitors.
“We use the power of video
to illustrate and teach drivers
what they are doing wrong. Bad
behaviour is often more out of habit
than a desire to disobey the rules of
the road. With the footage, drivers
are made aware of their bad habits,
while the trainer can focus on the specific habits of a
particular driver rather than just providing general training,”
Ford explained.
Poorly skilled drivers are a big challenge for the South
African transport industry. Therefore, Lytx and Drive Risk
are teaming up with the newly established Commercial
Transport Academy (CTA), which offers comprehensive
training to drivers.
CTA CEO Nicci Scott was inspired to create the Academy
after her own experience with the limited training available.
“The majority of drivers have not been given the skills to cope
with the demands of the transport industry,” she explained.
Lytx and Drive Risk used the conference as an opportunity
to show existing and potential DriveCam customers the
benefits of the technology through customer testimonials.
Wesley Ferreira, safety, health, environmental and
quality (SHEQ) manager at Reef Tankers, noted that there
has been a decline in behaviour that leads to collisions
among the company’s drivers since the implementation
of DriveCam.
“The technology was attractive to Reef Tankers as it
doesn’t have to be monitored the entire day. Alerts and

T

reports are simply emailed to us,” Ferreira noted.
Although initial implementation didn’t bring about much
change for Unitrans, the transport operator has seen
significant change since aligning operations to optimise the
benefits offered by DriveCam.
“It is about changing the mindset and vision of the
company so that drivers feel that they are contributing
to the bottom line,” stated Jacques Greeff, operational
excellence at Unitrans.
Lytx
also
highlighted
innovations,
which
include
modifications to the existing
device to make it more user
friendly; the introduction of the
additional storage device dubbed
the Lytx Hub (expected in South
Le ft: (From the left) Gerard Kloppers,
key client success manager Drive Risk
Western Cape division, poses with Drive
Risk director Sabelo Sithebe and Johann
de Beer, senior client success manager.

Africa towards the end of the year); and machine-vision
technology, which is currently being piloted in South Africa.
The machine-vision technology is used to program
cameras to identify in-cab activity, such as whether the
driver is wearing a seatbelt.
DriveCam provides companies with more oversight
regarding the transport of products, but, more importantly,
it equips transport operators to prepare their drivers for the
challenges they face on the road. “Drivers are core to the
transport business. We should do everything in our power
to make our drivers better,” Ford concluded. F
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ECanter floats
EFuso down

ITOY Exclus i v e

Electric Avenue

The E Canter is t he f irst of a s er ies of a l l - e l ectr i c trucks and bus e s from Mi tsub i s h i
Fuso Truck & B us und er its E F uso bran d. It i s t h e f i rst ful l - pro duct i on z e ro - e m i ssi on
ori gi nal equi pm ent manufacturer (OE M ) to h av e a stan d- a lon e , e l ectr i c - mob i l i ty ran g e
of comm ercia l vehic l es , says JA R L AT H SWEE N E Y, e di tor of Fleet Transport

uso has been on this electric journey for
more than seven years now and the eCanter
has been developed out of the Canter
eCELL and Eco-Hybrid models, to become
the start of a truly global product line.
Fleet sales have already begun in Japan
and New York, and a fleet of eCanters was recently handed
over to a number of prominent transport and logistics
operators in Berlin.
With its 100-km range, the ECanter is seen as an energyefficient, carbon-neutral vehicle suitable for urban deliveries.
According to Marc Llistosella, president and CEO Mitsubishi
Fuso Truck & Bus Corporation (MFTBC), one eCanter can
save 16 000 t of CO2 per year versus an internal combustion
engine.
Llistosella alluded to the fact that the 7,5-t gross vehicle
mass chassis-cab with box body becomes an integrated
ecosystem, as the telematics on board provide all the
necessary data required to ease any anxiety regarding range
distance, increase uptime and lower total cost of ownership.
This includes route planning, scoring (performance) and
on-board sensors.
He is aware that charging-station infrastructure needs
to be vastly improved for e-mobility to really work in fastgrowing and congested cities. MFTBC is prepared to engage
with fleet customers to provide the required stations at their
warehouse depots or hubs.
Before the introduction of the inaugural eCanter 1.0, more

F
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than 160 000 km of endurance testing was successfully
completed at various locations around the world. Critical
to the efficient operation of the eCanter is its quick-charge
facility; up to 80-percent battery charge can be guaranteed
within one hour using a DC 850V system.
Although the overall payload of the unit is around
700 kg less than the Canter 3,0-litre diesel, and the
maximum speed is set at 80 km/h, the regeneration of the
energy power is restored through deceleration and engine/
foot brake use.
While a more conservative driving style is required,
the silence of the drivetrain makes the experience more
pleasurable, reducing stress on the driver in busy traffic
situations. Slight modifications have been made to the
cab’s front, and the interior design and layout have been
improved.
For the European and North American markets, the
eCanter is being manufactured at the Fuso plant in Portugal.
Sales will be conducted through a fixed-lease arrangement
with ongoing technology upgrades. The electric motor/
battery pack is said to have a first lifespan of ten years.
During workshop sessions at the event in Berlin, Lars
Schroeter, from Fuso’s technical department, noted: “The
achievements so far with eCanter 1.0 include fuel cost
saving, a reduction in maintenance, noise and emissions. The
key challenges to come with the 2.0 version include range
extension, payload increase, broader charging infrastructure
and better battery packaging on the vehicle.”

ITOY Exclusiv e

L ea di n g lo gistics compan i e s take to
t h e str eets w i t h E Cant e r
The Fuso eCanter’s high-profile trial customers are all in
the logistics business, and are using them for work usually
carried out by vehicles with conventional drivetrains.
The decision by the customers to choose the Fuso eCanter
was influenced by factors such as noise and emission
reductions, fleet sustainability and cost saving.
The drivers of the Fuso eCanter will be trained to operate
the vehicle to ensure that they obtain the best results. The
customers will operate the 7,5-t box-bodied rigids via a
24-month, long-term rental from CharterWay, Daimler’s own
commercial-vehicle rental and leasing business.
Deutsche Post DHL will use its six vehicles in two of its
business divisions. Two of the units will perform inner-city

deliveries of heavy individual cargo items (such as electrical
or large household appliances) to private and business
customers of DHL Freight’s Berlin branch.
DHL Paket will use four vehicles for the delivery of goods
to businesses and corporate clients. For this, the electric
trucks will be fully integrated in existing business processes
and will replace the vehicles with conventional drivetrains
that were used to date.
DB Schenker chose the Fuso eCanter to give the company
an opportunity to test a series-production electric vehicle
for inner-city logistics under real-life production conditions.
Among other tasks, one of the three trucks will deliver and
collect general cargo in the inner city of Berlin.
Rhenus Group, a global logistics provider, will use the
three Fuso eCanters within its home-delivery unit. From the
central warehouse in Hoppegarten, the all-electric trucks
will deliver furniture, consumer electronics, home appliances
and heavy sport equipment to the inner city of Berlin.
Dachser will use two Fuso eCanters for last-mile
transportation of general goods. This would include
delivering pallets with industrial goods to micro-hubs, or
delivering goods directly to customers, as well as collecting
goods and delivering them to the Dachser branches. At
these branches, the eCanters will recharge overnight using a
high-voltage loading station. F

Specs
Make/Model

GVM/Payload
Range Distance
Max Speed
Engine
Transmission

Fuso eCanter 7C16e
Comfort – Single Cab (1 995 mm
side)
7,5 t / 4 290 kg
100 km
80 km/h
129 kW/390 M, Electric
Fully Automatic

Battery Pack

6 x 13,8 kWh Deutsche HV

Cab

Brakes
Suspension
Tyres/Wheel size
Wheelbase
Features

Discs front/rear with ABS + EBD,
ESP
Springs front/rear
205/75 R17.55
3 400 mm
Rear-view camera and reversing
warning buzzer, lane-detection
system

F i n d out w h at gu e sts at t h e N ort h
Am e r i can l aunch t h ough t about
t h e E F uso

As regular readers of FOCUS know, this magazine has been appointed an associate member of the International Truck of the Year (IToY)!
FOCUS is the sole South African magazine to have joined this prestigious body. One of the advantages of this association is access to
exclusive articles, specially written for FOCUS by ITOY jury members. This is one such article.

2018
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worl d on w h e e l s

Russia joins
the race to an
automated future
Russi a mi ght fi nal ly b e r ea dy for t he s e l f - dr i v i n g v e h i c l e r e vo luti on t h at i s consum i ng
many vehi c l e manufacturers in Europ e , t h e U n i t e d Stat e s (U S) and C h i na. FO C U S
in vestigat es p l ans for an automat e d future i n Russ i a

ussian Volgabus Group launched its
driverless bus, dubbed Matryoshka, in
September 2017, at the Skolkovo Innovation
Center in Moscow.
Top Russian truck manufacturer Kamaz
introduced a self-driving bus in 2016. Its debut at the 2016
Moscow International Auto Show was so successful that
Kamaz and Russian internet giant Yandex teamed up to
continue development on self-driving vehicles.
More prototypes of the bus are expected to run at the
2018 FIFA World Cup, which will be held in Russia from
June 14 to July 15. The serial production of these buses is
planned for 2020 with the electric buses estimated to cost
ten million rubles (R1,9 million).
Yandex is also independently designing driverless
vehicles. It ran a test of its self-driving car in Moscow after
a heavy snowfall in March. While it seems that vehicle
manufacturers are keen to introduce driverless vehicles,
the general Russian public seem more averse to the idea.
Ipsos, a global market research and consulting firm,

R
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conducted a global study on attitudes regarding selfdriving vehicles. The study was conducted before recent
fatal accidents involving autonomous vehicles in the United
States (US).
Niall McCarthy reports for Forbes: “The research found
that faith in the technology was strong in most countries,
with only 13 percent of people across the world saying they
would never use a self-driving car.”
In Russia, 33 percent of the population were in favour
of the self-driving cars, while 59 percent were unsure
and ten percent were against autonomous vehicles. This
indecision could be a challenge for manufactures, as it
could result in slow adoption rates. This is, however, not the
only challenge faced in Russia. Other challenges include its
unique infrastructure, weather and driving culture.
Dylan Love, in an article for Business Insider, quotes
head of Yandex, Dmitriy Polischuk: “Weather creates some
difficulties, but this can be solved as sensors improve
and we collect more and more unique data to train our
algorithms.”

wor ld on w h e e ls

In 2017, Russia held the first hackathon aimed at
driverless vehicles. Engineers at the event found that,
among other things, self-driving cars struggled to identify
road signs. Annie Gause, in an article for The Guardian,
notes: “Most cars struggled to identify signs, which were
hard to detect in snow or rain. For non-Russian speakers,
the task was practically impossible.”
She quotes Sami Mian, computer scientist at Arizona
State University: “The problem is that the signs are small
and, in Russia, they look very similar. The main difference is
numbers and arrows. A city entry sign can look almost the
same as a stop sign.”
Russia also has many non-compliant drivers who often
ignore the rules of the road. Gause writes: “Seat belts
are scorned, and traffic laws widely ignored; speeding
violations are enforced with US$ 4 (R47) fines, paid by
phone. It’s no surprise that the rate of road fatalities in
Russia is nearly double that of the US, with an average of
20 serious accidents a day just in Moscow.”

global compound annual growth rate (CAGR) for the truck
market to be 3,1 percent. The report predicts that Russia will
be one of the biggest truck markets by 2024.
Meanwhile, Russia is also looking towards intelligent
transport systems (ITS) to reduce vehicle accidents. Eugene
Gerden, a reporter on news website ITS International, writes
that the Russian government plans to “increase transportrelated communications to improve road safety and traffic
efficiency”. This will be done by increasing the number of
connected vehicles in the country.

A bove : Prototype self-driving buses from Kamaz will run at the 2018
FIFA World Cup in Russia.
Le ft: Trials of self-driving vehicles in Russia have revealed numerous
difficulties.

“However, most of the world’s roads look more like
Russia than Mountain View, California in the US, and that
gives Russian developers an edge in building the brains of
autonomous cars,” she adds.
With the promise of safer roads, self-driving vehicles
might be the only solution for Russia. German market
research company, Statista, estimates the number of road
deaths in Russia to have been 23 144 in 2015. That same
year, South Africa had 12 944 road deaths.
With little change in driver habits and culture, the
number of road deaths might continue to grow, especially
as the Russian vehicle market rebounds.
In 2012, it was thought that Russia would overtake
Germany as the largest vehicle market in Europe. That was
not the case, however, with very few vehicle sales in the last
few years. Yet, in 2017, Russian car sales rose by 15 percent
to 152 259 units. The market (including the truck market)
is expected to grow by an estimated five percent by 2024.
The 2014 Deloitte Global Truck Study estimates the

Russia plans to implement the ERA-Glonass system,
which is based on the European-equivalent eCall. Among
other features the system contacts emergency services
when an accident occurs. Gerden notes that it is believed
this technology will reduce road accidents by up to 80
percent.
There are plans for the first smart road, designed for
connected and unmanned cars, to be constructed this
year between St. Petersburg and Novorossiysk. Despite the
push, it seems as though an automated future for Russia
might not happen soon – at least not until navigation
systems on the self-driving vehicles can better identify road
signage.
Yet, one has to wonder whether, with its challenging
transport environment, Russia could have a competitive
advantage in the automated vehicle future, or is it destined
to follow the same fate as the US, where self-driving
vehicle innovators, such as Uber and Tesla, are plagued
with fatal self-driving vehicle accidents? F

Watc h t h e Yan d e x s e l f -d r i v i n g v e h i c l e
trav e l t h rou gh Moscow on i ts t e st
drive
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global focus news
I veco attacks Japanese market
In a move destined to grow global sales, Iveco has launched the Stralis NP 400 in Japan. It is the
first liquefied natural gas (LNG) truck to be sold in this market.
The company showed the Stralis NP 400 and the Daily Blue Power family at the Japan Truck
Show, from May 10 to 12.
The Stralis NP 400 is the first truck that runs on natural gas that has been designed specifically
for long-distance transport, and can run on LNG, compressed natural gas (CNG), or a combination
of the two.
Iveco has also launched its Daily Hi-Matic Natural Power and Daily Minibus Natural Power in
Japan. In addition, Iveco has announced the signing of an agreement with Fuji Transport for the
sale of the first LNG truck in Japan, a Stralis NP 400 running on LNG only.
Fuji Transport will use the vehicle on the Tokyo-Osaka route, as well as in its operations for
selected customers that include the Japan Postal Service, and will monitor and analyse the
performance of the Stralis NP 400 with its telematics and GPS systems.
An Iveco spokesman has told FOCUS that with this sale the company hopes to demonstrate the
practicality and benefits of natural gas in transport. “The vehicles will play a key role in the brand’s
plans to support the transition to this sustainable energy source in Japan,” he points out.
It will be very interesting to see how well these vehicles sell in Japan, where local brands have
an extremely strong following. Watch this space for more news in this regard!
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Ford tackl e s S e v e n S i sters
The so-called “Seven Sisters” (the seven established European
brands, namely Mercedes-Benz, MAN, Iveco, Renault, Scania,
DAF and Volvo) could be in for a wake-up call in the form of
Ford Trucks.
I have been spending quite a bit of time with this company
(which, sadly, has no plans to enter the South African market just
yet) and it has ambitious plans for Europe. In fact, it wants to take
on the Seven Sisters and it is launching a new premium tractor
at the IAA in Hannover later this year, which may well do just that.
I have seen photographs of the as-yet unnamed truck (they
are subject to strict embargoes) and I can reveal that the truck
looks decidedly European. The design is modern and imposing,
and the truck looks robust and powerful.

I have yet to sit inside the truck. However, the powers that be
at Ford Trucks assure me that it will boast good-quality materials
throughout. Visibility is said to be outstanding and the interior
will boast lots of storage areas and a driver-centric layout.
A variety of engines will be up for grabs, including a top-ofthe-range 373 kW (500 hp) powerplant.
I will be driving the truck at the end of August. I will also
attend the global launch at the IAA, and will be able to
share more details then, but, at this stage, it looks extremely
promising...
In other news from Ford Trucks, the company has announced
that it is developing its very own in-house transmission, which
will make its debut in 2020.

Scan ia i s on a rol l
Scania is performing extremely well. In fact, its net
sales rose to a record SEK 31.1 billion (R45,4 billion) and
earnings in the first quarter amounted to SEK 3,315 million
(R4,84 million), which yielded an operating margin of
10,7 percent.
Not too shabby!
According to Henrik Henriksson, the company’s
president and CEO, higher vehicle and service volume
contributed positively, while a less favourable market mix,
higher production costs for running double product ranges
and continued constraints in the supply chain impacted
earnings negatively.
“Demand for trucks in Europe remains very good, due
to the positive economic situation. The trend in demand in
Latin America is positive, mainly driven by the continued
recovery in Brazil. In Eurasia, the trend in demand is
positive, due to order books in Russia being very strong. In
Asia, demand remains at a high level, mainly due to Iran,”
he tells FOCUS.

For the second consecutive
year, Scania’s new-generation
trucks were victorious in the
1 000 Point Test − Europe’s most
comprehensive comparative
test for trucks. The new Scania truck was top-rated in
the categories of cab, driveline and performance, fuel
consumption, as well as in cost and payload.
“Scania also received the Green Truck Award again
− a special comparative test which focuses on fuel
consumption. Since the new truck generation was
launched during autumn 2016, Scania has come out
victorious in practically all comparative and individual
trade press tests.
“Of course, low fuel consumption not only reduces costs,
it is also connected with increased energy efficiency, lower
CO2 emissions and improved sustainability,” Henriksson
reveals.
The company is clearly on a roll!
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globa l focus

N i kol a v e rsus T e s l a : i t i s an all- out war !
In a move that many say will not achieve anything,
hydrogen truck start-up Nikola is suing Tesla Motors for
US$ 2 billion (R25,5 billion) saying the electric car maker
copied its patents when designing its electric semi.
Nikola first showed its semi, the Nikola One, back
in 2016. Now it is saying that Tesla copied its design
and does not have patents. “The Tesla Semi design is
substantially similar to Nikola’s unique design, and Tesla
copied Nikola’s patents,” an Arizona federal court lawsuit
states.
Nikola notes multiple aspects of Tesla’s electric semi
it says infringes on its patents. These include a mid-entry
door, fuselage and wraparound windshield that’s designed
to give the driver an unobstructed view of the road.
In a not-too-veiled jibe at Tesla, Nikola has also stated
(on its official Twitter account) that Nikola customers
can reserve their trucks — the sleeper semi-truck
Nikola One and the day cab Nikola Two — at zero
cost. This is in stark contrast to Tesla, which is taking
pre orders for its Semi ... at a cost of US$ 20 000 (or
R255 000) each.
Quite why Nikola is bothering with this lawsuit and
slagging off Tesla, I do not know. One would think that it
would have its hands full. After all, it has just announced
that Anheuser-Busch, America’s leading brewer, has
placed an order for up to 800 hydrogen-electric
powered semi-trucks from the pioneer in hydrogenelectric renewable technology.
Anheuser-Busch owns and operates 22 breweries,
20 distributorships and 22 agricultural and packaging
facilities, employing more than 18 000 people across the
United States (US).
The zero-emission trucks — which will be able to
travel between 500 and 1 200 miles (805 and 1 931 km
respectively) and be refilled within 20 minutes, reducing
idle time — are expected to be integrated into AnheuserBusch’s dedicated fleet beginning in 2020.
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Through this agreement, Anheuser-Busch aims to
convert its entire long-haul dedicated fleet to trucks
powered by renewable energy by 2025. Nikola’s cuttingedge technology will enable the brewer to achieve this
milestone across its long-haul loads, while also helping
to improve road safety through the trucks’ advanced
surround viewing system.
“At Anheuser-Busch we’re continuously searching
for ways to improve sustainability across our entire
value chain and drive our industry forward,” says Michel
Doukeris, CEO of Anheuser-Busch.
“The transport industry is one that is ripe for innovative
solutions and Nikola is leading the way with hydrogenelectric, zero-emission capabilities. We are very
excited by the possibilities our partnership can offer,” he
notes.
“Hydrogen-electric technology is the future of logistics
and we’re proud to be leading the way,” adds Trevor
Milton, CEO of Nikola Motor Company. “Anheuser-Busch
has a long history of investing in progressive, sustainable
technology and we are excited that this partnership will
bring the largest hydrogen network in the world to the
US.
“By 2028, we anticipate having over 700 hydrogen
stations across the US and Canada. With nearly
US$ 9 billion in pre-order reservations, we are building to
order, not speculating, and are very excited about what’s
to come.”
The partnership with Nikola will contribute
to Anheuser-Busch’s recently announced 2025
Sustainability Goals, which include reducing CO2
emissions by 25 percent across its value chain.
Once fully implemented, the carbon reductions
gained from these 800 trucks will reduce the brewer’s
carbon emissions from logistics by more than 18 percent
— the equivalent of taking more than 13 000 passenger
vehicles on the road annually.

globa l focus

Ford l aunc h e s a l l -new Fi esta S port Van
Ford has launched the fabulous all-new Fiesta Sport Van
in the United Kingdom. The launch took place recently at
the 2018 CV Show in Birmingham, England.
Based on the latest multi-award-winning Fiesta
passenger car, the all-new Fiesta Sport Van is said to
provide a stylish, compact and economical vehicle for
businesses of all sizes.
The new model, in an eye-catching Sport series, is
powered by either a 1,0-litre EcoBoost or 1,5-litre TDCi
diesel engine.
Inside the three-door body, there is a practical load
compartment capable of carrying approximately one
cubic metre of cargo with a load length of almost 1,3 m,
and a gross payload of around 500 kg. The load space
features a composite and mesh full bulkhead, durable
sidewall trim, and a tough rubber floor covering with four
tie-down hooks.
Like the Fiesta passenger car, an unprecedented range
of driver-assistance technologies can be specified to
enhance the Fiesta Sport Van’s comfort, convenience and

safety, including Ford’s PreCollision Assist with Pedestrian
Detection emergency braking system, Adaptive Cruise
Control and Blind Spot Information System.
Ford has been the top-selling commercial vehicle brand
in Europe for the past three years, and has consolidated
its leadership position so far in 2018, with 93 200 vehicles
sold year to date through the end of March, marking the
highest first quarter for Ford commercial-vehicle sales
since 1993. There are no plans to launch the Fiesta Sport
Van in South Africa.

@womanonwheelsza

C H A R LEE N C LA R K E is editorial director of FOCUS. While she is based in Johannesburg, she spends a considerable amount of
time overseas, attending international transport events – largely in her capacity as associate member of the International Truck of
the Year Jury.
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short hauls
Ctrack Dr i v e s S M M Es
Small, medium and micro enterprises (SMMEs) can now expertly
manage and administer their vehicles thanks to Drive from
Ctrack.
Drive is an affordable, feature-rich software solution ideal for
companies with fleets of up to 30 vehicles that do not employ
dedicated fleet managers and for which transport is not a core
business.

Drive’s intuitive dashboard simultaneously provides a topdown view of all vehicles, drivers and tasks.
GPS integration locates vehicles and drivers in real time
through easy-to-use map software, giving small businesses the
ability to provide their customers with updated estimated times
of arrival.
The solution can provide a full overview of a company’s
in-progress and scheduled tasks, with the tracking of deliveries
and status of jobs performed in real time. The route optimisation
function provides the most efficient routes for drivers to travel.
Jobs and customer visits can be scheduled on driver’s
phones, assisting them to plan and structure their tasks. Turnby-turn navigation means drivers never get lost, while a trip
score highlights driver behaviour. Using geo-fencing, vehicles
can be limited to predefined areas.
Users can create services of differing interval lengths and
types, while drivers can report vehicle faults. Logbooks can be
produced and used to recover business mileage expenses.
Detailed and fully customisable reports are easy to interpret
and can be downloaded for further scrutiny. These help SMME
owners analyse their cost items and make better decisions.
Finally, a stolen-vehicle recovery service is included on a
24-hour basis.
“Drive enables Ctrack clients to make split-second decisions
that reduce costs from the first day of implementation,” says
Cobus Grove, Ctrack Global COO. “The app is the culmination
of 30 years’ experience and reflects a deep understanding of
the needs of our customers across the diverse fleet telematics
market.”

Ped quatet
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More vi si bi li ty wi th
Autotrak Cam era
Dashboard
Autotrak has extended its AutoCam videofootage service to include the Camera
Dashboard software, which allows AutoCam
users to view multiple cameras simultaneously
on multiple tabs or computer screens.
AutoCam also includes tachographs to record
a vehicle’s speed and distance travelled, and
is one of several auxiliary fleet-management
products provided by Autotrak.
Transport operators that manage large fleets
will now be able to monitor numerous vehiclecamera sets simultaneously.
The use of cameras in the transport industry
has become essential to manage assets. The
process can, however, become complicated as
hours of footage need to be sifted through to
pinpoint a random event. This can be laborious
and time consuming.
The AutoCam technology takes a photograph
every ten seconds, which is made available to
the user via the Autotrak website and mobile
app at all times. This reduces the amount of
time spent sifting through video footage.
Specific events that occur on the driverfacing camera are also flagged and analysed.
These include unattended vehicles, camera
tampering, movement of passengers, instances
where the driver is not wearing a seatbelt and
cellphone usage.
A consolidated daily event report is sent to
clients with the image, time and location of
particular events. With the Camera Dashboard,
clients can monitor their drivers themselves.
The system automatically updates with images
of the camera footage, which can be enlarged.
The Autotrak app allows transport operators
to become completely mobile with access
to real-time vehicle tracking, viewing vehicle
trip history, monitoring speeding and other
exceptions on their mobile device. The app is
available for download from Google Play, App
Store and Windows Phone Store.
Autotrak currently supplies a variety of
tracking-related products to all areas of the
automotive industry including long- and
short-distance trucking, construction, forestry,
mining, agriculture, passenger transport,
passenger cars and light delivery vehicles.

short
h auls
? ? ?????????????

H ea lt h an d Saf e ty i n the logi st i cs i ndustry
It is well known that South Africa has some of the worst
road-safety statistics in the world. The death or injury of
loved ones exacts a high social cost, but accidents also
hit the economy hard – vehicles have to be repaired or
replaced and often goods in transit are destroyed or
delivery is delayed.
Morné Stoltz, head of MiWay Business Insurance,
comments that one of the biggest contributors to road
safety is the fitness of drivers.
“Can they maintain their alertness and are they able
to react appropriately to changing driving conditions,
from the weather to other drivers? These issues are
particularly important for professional drivers in the
logistics industry, who are responsible for high-value
vehicles and cargoes and whose driving ability directly
affects other road users,” he says.
Sleep deprivation is a key challenge for truck drivers,
who routinely drive long distances.

health issues that are likely to impair the ability of
drivers over the long term. One contributing factor
is poor eating habits and a lack of exercise, often
combined with smoking. They will rarely take the time
for a walk to clear their heads and increase oxygen and
endorphin levels. The pressure to get going is real and
the industry’s culture is not health-oriented,” says Stoltz.
These types of behaviour can lead to strokes,
diabetes, heart problems and circulatory problems.
They will also contribute to sluggish mental processes
and slow reactions.
“Solving these challenges requires a holistic set of
interventions – there is no silver bullet. Companies
should offer regular health checks (blood pressure,
glucose levels, HIV screening and so on). Drivers also
need to be informed about symptoms of possible
health problems, such as chest pains, sudden dizziness
and cognitive confusion,” he explains.

“Sleepiness contributes to six percent of road
accidents in the United States and 33 percent in
Australia, with the United Kingdom (20 percent) and
France (ten percent) somewhere in between. In South
Africa, 25 percent of truck drivers have admitted to
being involved in an accident because of sleepiness. It
is estimated that around 40 percent of our road fatalities
can be linked to driver sleepiness,” Stoltz notes.
Furthermore, long-distance drivers are prone to back
and neck problems thanks to long hours spent sitting in
cramped seats. Driving is also an innately stressful job
– drivers have to meet deadlines, cope with traffic and
weather and must deal with job insecurity. All of these
distract drivers, rendering them less alert and slowing
down their reactions.
“The trucking community is also affected by ongoing

“Other constructive actions could be providing
information on how to plan ahead to bring healthy food
and snacks on trips, rather than simply relying on what
food is available at truck stops. Include general training
on how to make wise lifestyle choices, promote better
sleeping patterns and undertake regular safety checks
on vehicles. Good driving habits should be promoted on
an ongoing basis.
“Companies could also help by providing access to
back-support cushions and sunglasses for long trips,
along with regular eye tests,” Stoltz advises.
“Work schedules, or perhaps using two drivers
for especially long distances, are also things that
companies could consider in order to manage driver
fatigue. A higher wage bill could be offset by greater
productivity and fewer accidents,” he concludes.
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s h ort h au l s

Volvo comm i ts to
youth de v e lopm e nt
With President Cyril Ramaphosa; Minister of
Economic Development, Ebrahim Patel; Minister
of Higher Education, Naledi Pandor; and Deputy
Minister of Trade and Industry, Bulelani Gratitude
Magwanishe in attendance, Volvo Group Southern
Africa committed itself to continued youth
development at a ceremony at its Durban assembly
plant during May.
Learners from schools and higher-education
colleges from the Star for Life programme were in
attendance. Star for Life is a non-profit organisation
that aims to provide young people in South Africa
with essential life skills, sports training and health
education. The company will invest R7,8 million in
the programme between 2017 and 2019.

“Star for Life is an exemplary project that creates
new opportunities for young people in South Africa
to complete an education and to create good lives
for themselves. In the process, opportunities also
arise for some of the qualified youth that completed
their training through Star for Life, to be employed by
Volvo,” explained Torbjörn Christensson, president of
Volvo Group Southern Africa.
Since 2015, Volvo Group Southern Africa has
invested more than R86 million in apprenticeship
training, automotive industry learnerships, disabledperson learnerships, as well as internships. It will
invest another R25 million during 2018.
Ramaphosa heaped praise on Volvo Group for its
continued commitment to the country.
“Volvo believes it is not enough to invest only in
factories, machinery and supply chains. We applaud
Volvo for making youth development such an
integral part of its social investment programme.”
About the Star for Life programme, Ramaphosa
added: “We all share a responsibility to develop the
skills of the young people of our country. Improving
the delivery of education in our schools will help us
to create the South Africa we want; the South Africa
of the future.
“Thank you, Volvo, for standing behind this
programme,” he concluded.

Comm erc i al vehi cle sales
report for Apr i l 2018
Note: Due to the merger of Chrysler and Fiat Group, which with
effect from May 1 trade as Fiat Chrysler Automobiles South
Africa, the April 2018 sales data for Fiat Chrysler Automobiles
SA will be available only around the middle of May – and thus
do not form part of this report. For the time being, MercedesBenz SA (MBSA) will only report aggregated sales data. The
MBSA commercial vehicle market split volumes are estimates
based on historical trends and forecasting techniques.
Light Commercial Vehicles < 3 501 kg
Ford Motor Company
GWM
Hyundai Automotive SA
Isuzu Motors South Africa
JMC
Kia South Africa
Mahindra
Mazda South Africa
Mitsubishi
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Nissan
Peugeot Citroën South Africa
Renault
Suzuki Auto
Tata
Toyota
Volkswagen SA

Total: 10 580
2 456
103
224
1 071
26
103
200
106
28
11
1 797
4
1
3
22
3 987
438

Medium Commercial Vehicles 3 501 – 8 500 kg
Ford Motor Company
Hyundai Automotive SA
Isuzu Motors South Africa
Iveco
JMC
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Peugeot Citroën South Africa
Powerstar
Tata
Toyota
VECV South Africa
Volkswagen SA

Total: 493
16
19
146
37
10
110
5
6
24
109
7
4

Heavy Commercial Vehicles 8 501 – 16 500 kg
FAW
Isuzu Motors South Africa
Iveco
Powerstar
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Tata
Toyota
Volvo Group Southern Africa

Total: 333
53
66
7
9
29
31
85
53

Extra-Heavy Commercial Vehicles > 16 500 kg
Babcock DAF
FAW
Isuzu Motors South Africa
Iveco
MAN
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Powerstar
Scania
Tata
Toyota
Volvo Group Southern Africa

Total: 956
16
45
27
31
142
164
42
163
8
22
296

Buses > 8 500 kg
Iveco
MAN
Mercedes-Benz SA – estimate
Scania
Volvo Group Southern Africa

Total: 56
2
25
13
8
8

*Source: National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of
South Africa (Naamsa).
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Incorporating the
4th International
Conference on
Transport Infrastructure

Towards a desired transport future:
safe, sufficient and affordable

9 – 12 July 2018

REGISTRATIONS ARE NOW OPEN!
SOUTHERN
AFRICAN TRANSPORT
CONFERENCE
9 – 12 JULY 2018
CSIR CONVENTION
CENTRE, PRETORIA
Incorporating the
4 International Conference
on transport infrastructure
th

This year we tackle the theme – Towards a desired
transport future: Safe sufficient and affordable.
Now in its 37th year, the Southern African Transport
Conference (SATC) attracts nearly 700 delegates
involved in transport from the public and private
sector. Its unique format allows delegates to attend
formal knowledge-building sessions while also
networking and building relationships.
Early bird fee expires on 10 June, thereafter the
full fee applies.

Connect with us
Jacqui Oosthuyzen, SATC Secretariat
Tel: +27 (0)12 804 3762 Cell: +27 (0)83 324 9622
Email: satc.conference@gmail.com
www.satc.org.za
@transport_sa

SA Transport Conference

Southern African Transport Conference (SATC)
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bus f eatur e

Harambee BRT
service endures
amid protests
and delays

The Ci ty of Ekurhu l en i l aunched t h e Haramb e e bus rap i d transi t (BRT ) s e rv i c e i n
October 2017. It was, however , susp en de d abrupt ly. How do e s t h e mun i c i pal i ty p l an to
ensur e r el iabl e publ i c transport for t h e communi ty?

he Harambee express service was
launched in 2017, following the successful
technical testing of Phase 1A, which
included determining the viability of the
bus routes, as well as vehicle movement
and the possibility of congestion within a
mixed-traffic scenario.
The Harambee BRT service faced a number of hurdles
before its launch. These began with the missing of the initial
June 2016 deadline for the roll-out of Phase 1A. The bus
service was then suspended, due to an interpretation of
some clauses in the service agreement.
“This issue was resolved per the provisions of the same

T
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agreement as entered into between the City of Ekurhuleni
and the interim service provider, the Kempton-TembisaVosloorus-Rieger Park (KTVR) Bus Service,” says Themba
Gadebe, communications and brand management
spokesperson for the City of Ekurhuleni.
In November 2017, an unrelated protest affected the service
when minibus-taxi drivers blocked the N1 highway. The
drivers were demanding subsidies from the government and
calling for the scrapping of the Administrative Adjudication of
Road Traffic Offences (Aarto) bill.
In March 2018, the Ekurhuleni Taxi Industry (ETI) staged a
protest against the Harambee bus service and presented a
list of demands relating to the roll-out of the service.

bus f e atur e

O pe rating w ith the taxi industry
Gadebe says that the City of Ekurhuleni has signed a
memorandum of understanding with the ETI, which
established working groups to facilitate planning and
engagement on the implementation of the project. The
Harambee bus service will now run together with the ETI. In
addition, two more stops have been added on Isando Road
and Diesel Street.
“An agreement was signed with regard to Section 67, giving
impetus to the support of the KTVR bus service established
by the city. Pending the outcome of the negotiations, the
working groups will later be transformed into a vehicle
operating committee. All project engagements are being
conducted within the premise of these agreements,” Gadebe
notes.
More than 70 jobs have been created through the KTVR
bus service, and about 919 jobs have been created through
construction of the integrated rapid public transport network
(IRPTN) infrastructure since the inception of the project.

T he curre nt se rvice
The bus service carries 260 passengers per day on a limited
service running from Rabasotho Hall in Tembisa to Isando
and back. The 38-km Phase 1A route is one of the five phases
that are expected to be rolled out in the long term.
“The service is currently charging a flat tariff of R13 for a
single trip. This will, however, be revised when a distancebased fee is adopted. The current operating system runs
as an express service from Station 7 to Station 14, and then
heads to Isando and back.
“The introduction of the service has given commuters an
alternative, safe, efficient and reliable mode of transport with
an added benefit of reduced travel times,” notes Gadebe.
Currently, the Harambee buses run every 20 minutes
during peak and every 60 minutes during off-peak times.

T he ne ar futur e
Gadebe says plans are underway to expand the service to
cover more regions of Ekurhuleni. Discussions with Airports
Company South Africa (ACSA) are at an advanced stage,
as the municipality plans to expand the services to the
O.R. Tambo International Airport.
Emperors Palace is another area that has been identified to
run the Harambee BRT Phase 1 service.
“The community can expect the extension of the
bus service to Kempton Park CBD and the O.R. Tambo
International Airport,” Gadebe adds.
There are other exciting innovations being worked on
by the City of Ekurhuleni, such as the implementation of
the Europay, MasterCard and Visa (EMV) card system – a
global standard for credit and debit payment based on
chip-card technology – to further accelerate technological
advancements in the service.
Gadebe says: “The production of EMV cards is underway
and should be in place when the service is expanded.
Commuters will be able to load as many trips as they
wish from selected retail outlets. The buses are fitted with
passenger counters and validators that will monitor bus
efficiencies through their connection to the system control
centre,” Gadebe concludes. F
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in the next issue...
Tyres

Fleet management

How old is too old when it
comes to commercial-vehicle
tyres? Should tyres have an age
limit?

The South African fleetmanagement industry has kicked
off 2018 with a bang. FOCUS finds
out what the major players have to
crow about.

Buses, coaches and public
transport
In line with our fleet focus feature,
we will be profiling a local bus
fleet that has shown high levels of
performance and professionalism.

Report back on the Road
Freight Association (RFA)
Conference
The annual RFA convention
attracts the who’s who of the local
transport industry. FOCUS attends
to find out what is happening in
this industry.

World on Wheels – India

Face to face

FOCUS packs its bags and heads
off to India to find out more about
the local transport and logistics
industries.

In this new series, FOCUS meets
the movers and shakers in the
local truck and transport industry.

Supply chain management

Aftermarket focus
We explore the latest trends in
the aftermarket industry that
can help operators improve the
efficiency and performance of
their fleets.

Global logistics providers see
internet connectivity, data transfer
and communication as a top
priority for transforming the supply
chain, with 79 percent expecting
it to deliver greater insight and
efficiencies.
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